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Abstract 

This deliverable is part of WP3 within the STORM project. The deliverable provides a literature review of the state-

of-the-art and the current knowledge gaps for Big Data analytics, methods and algorithms in the freight sector. The 

deliverable also reviews relevant applications and concludes with a summary of challenges and opportunities of 

big data in the freight sector. The main attributes of Big Data include the “5V” concept consisting of volume, velocity, 

variety, veracity, and value. Big Data, however, remains big bulks of unstructured data that is of no real value unless 

it is converted into useful information. That is where big data analytics have a big role to apply advanced analytic 

techniques including data mining, statistical analysis, predictive analytics, etc. on big datasets as new business 

intelligence practice. It enables the analysis of huge amounts of complex data while harnessing traditional data and 

tools. It gives promises for exploring the hidden structures of each subpopulation of the data, which is traditionally 

not feasible and might even be treated as ‘outliers’ when the sample size is small. There are a variety of challenges 

hindering access and utilization of Big Data for freight transport applications due to its nature and unique 

characteristics, including, but not limited to, data collection, data ownership and accessibility, heterogeneity and 

standardization, storage, privacy and legal constraints, technical challenges and expertise, quality, validation and 

representativeness of the data. The lack of awareness or interest in data and data-driven decision-making by senior 

managers can be a major organizational challenge. Privacy issues often forbid the usage for purposes other than 

explicitly mentioned in the agreement or contract with the users. Likewise, to share data collected by companies 

with third parties, individual non-disclosure agreements need to be negotiated which forms a major obstacle in data 

collaboration and exchange. Finally, we identify few areas for further research including data collection and 

preparation, data analytics and utilization, and applications to support decision-making categories.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Freight transport plays a critical role in maintaining the efficient movement of groceries, consumer 

products, industrial supplies, and other staples of modern life that are critical to the 

competitiveness and development of urban economies and are produced nowadays over 

hundreds of kilometers away. Technological innovations like digitalization and automation are 

transforming the logistics industry as freight transport is also responding to new opportunities to 

provide digital services with new business models. The incorporation of new data sources, e.g., 

GPS data, Internet of Things (IoT) and Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 

technologies, combined with increasingly sophisticated analytical tools help overcoming the 

limitations of conventional data and modeling approaches to address the challenges of 

increasingly complex problems presented by the freight sector. With the flourishing of freight Big 

Data analytics, intelligent transportation management and control are now becoming more data-

driven. This report provides a literature review of the state of the art and the current knowledge 

gaps for big data analytics, methods and algorithms in the freight sector. The report also reviews 

relevant applications and concludes with a summary of important challenges and future 

opportunities. 

As a fast-growing field, the applications of Big Data rapidly evolve and expand. The main 

attributes of big data include the “5V” concept consisting of volume, velocity, variety, veracity, and 

value. Big data, however, remains big bulks of unstructured data that are of no real value unless 

they are converted into useful information. Big data analytics helps in doing so. It is defined as 

the application of advanced analytic techniques including data mining, statistical analysis, 

predictive analytics, etc. on big datasets as new business intelligence practice,  that enables the 

analysis of huge amounts of complex data while harnessing traditional data and tools. It gives 

promises for exploring the hidden structures of each subpopulation of the data, which is 

traditionally not feasible and might even be treated as ‘outliers’ when the sample size is small.  

Considering freight transport, big data can be defined as the modeling and analysis of freight 

transport and distribution systems through large data sets created by a large set of movement 

and transactional data sources of company/institution operations. Regarding their transport 

applications, Big Data analytics can be categorized into descriptive (i.e., deal with the question of 

what has happened, what is happening, and why), predictive (i.e., deal with the question of what 

will be happening or likely to happen) and prescriptive analytics (i.e., what should be happening 
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and how to influence it). The architecture of these applications generally consists of three layers, 

i.e., data collection and preparation, data analytics and utilization, and applications to support 

decision-making.  

Data collection and preparation: Big data in the freight transport system comes from many 

sources on the road and inside the vehicle such as Global Positioning System (GPS) signals from 

dedicated equipment or cellular phones, Bluetooth, ground-based radio navigation, automatic 

vehicle identification, aerial sensory techniques, cameras, microphones, connected and 

autonomous vehicles, internet of things. These sources need to be prepared and harmonized 

according to the application’s aims. 

Data analytics and utilization: The three most used methods in Big Data analytics for freight 

transport applications are machine learning and artificial intelligence, optimization, and agent-

based modeling. Machine learning, which derives patterns and models from a large amount of 

data, is the most popular modeling and analytics theory in Big Data ecosystems. The three most 

frequently used techniques are supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and times-series 

algorithms. On the other hand, optimization is an important method in finding cost-effective 

decision space for improving operational efficiency, strategic resource planning, and performance 

and process quality. Mainly it is used in identifying optimal routes for vehicles, speed, energy 

consumption, waiting time and schedule. In addition, agent-based modelling is a micro-simulation 

tool that recreates in a virtual context the behaviors of a set of agents and their interactions with 

the environment. These tools allow transport analyzers to investigate more realistic scenarios at 

the required level of detail.  

Applications that support decision-making: Many Big Data algorithms are developed for direct 

(e.g., incident prediction, travel time estimation, improvement of the transport operation efficiency, 

information for trip management decisions, services planning, vehicle tracking, etc.) and indirect 

applications (e.g., enhancement of freight traffic modeling toward model development, calibration 

and validation processes). Among the most implemented Big Data applications in freight transport 

are origin-destination (OD) matrix extraction, trip chaining and infrastructure placement. The 

estimation of freight trip table information, or OD matrix, has long been a major area of 

transportation network analysis to identify flows between regions. While, trip chaining is used to 

denote the sequence of trips between significant locations (e.g. warehouses, pick-ups and 

deliveries). It can, also, be used to understand specific freight behaviors and needs such as  

current vehicle movements to find locations of future charging/refueling infrastructure.  
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Due to the nature and unique characteristics of Big Data, there are a variety of challenges 

hindering its access and utilization for freight transport applications, including technical, 

organizational, legal and political. The major technical risks can be categorized as preventable 

and external risks. Preventable risks include data sharing, ownership, data cleaning and meeting 

compliance standards. In contrast, external challenges are largely beyond the practitioners’ 

control. For example, this would refer to the volume of unstructured data or whether there is a 

sufficient enough pool of skilled data scientists to enable Big Data processing capabilities to be 

achieved. The lack of awareness or interest in data and data-driven decision-making by senior 

managers can be a major organizational challenge. Legal challenges often are raised due to 

privacy issues, which often forbid the usage for purposes other than explicitly mentioned in the 

agreement or contract with users. Likewise, to share data collected by companies with third 

parties, individual non-disclosure agreements need to be negotiated which forms a major obstacle 

in data collaboration and exchange.  

We identify few areas for further research including data collection and preparation, data analytics 

and utilization, and applications to support decision-making categories. With the availability of Big 

Data new opportunities are awaited to move beyond traditional freight analysis of moving beyond 

OD matrices to use more individual data for analysis not only of overall patterns but also of 

distributions of behaviors/activities. Moreover, opportunities for new data sources and methods, 

e.g., agent-based modeling, and optimization, can deliver more reliable information for decision 

making. To increase data quality efforts, procedures for data validation are expected to utilize and 

combine different data sources. Such procedures would identify missing or inconsistencies in the 

pattern analysis. 
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Introduction 

2.1 Freight transport 

The efficient movement of groceries, consumer products, industrial supplies, and other staples of 

modern life is critical to competitiveness and development of urban economies. In contrast to 

several decades ago, most of these services and goods consumed nowadays are produced 

hundreds of kilometers away. Freight transport plays a critical role in meeting these demands 

(Greaves and Figliozzi, 2008). It is a significant portion of all vehicle movements in urban areas 

(Hunt and Stefan, 2007) and it is considered a major problem for cities to achieve sustainability 

and lower its carbon emissions (Behrends, Lindholm and Woxenius, 2008). Generally, it can be 

considered as the manifestation of complex interdependent relationships between enterprises: 

the delivery of goods across geographically dispersed locations and the provision of services is 

the result of supply meeting demand for commodities and services (Joubert and Axhausen, 2013). 

Thus, the demand for freight transport increases tremendously and causes serious impacts on 

traffic congestion and air quality (Chankaew et al., 2018). Road transport alone accounts for about 

11.9% of global total emissions of which freight transport account for 30% of total emissions (Ge 

and Friedrich, 2020).  

Within freight transport, urban commercial vehicle movements are distinctively different from long-

haul commercial vehicle movements. Here the term ‘‘urban commercial vehicle movements’’, in 

contrast to ‘‘long-haul commercial vehicle movements’’, broadly refers to movements within a 

metropolitan area, which may include urban, interurban, and regional movements. Long-haul 

commercial vehicles ship goods primarily, whereas urban commercial vehicles deliver both 

services and goods. In contrast to the regional scale, where the efficient movement of freight by 

long-haul trucks is the most common expression of vehicles, in urban areas a much greater 

proportion of commercial vehicle movements are made by vehicles delivering services, with 

lighter vehicles and in a less efficient pattern, with less emphasis placed on load aggregation 

(Hunt and Stefan, 2007). Another noticeable attribute of urban commercial vehicle activities is 

that they often consolidate visits to customers (i.e., making multiple stops) in one vehicle run 

during their daily operations (Ruan, Lin and Kawamura, 2012). 

In the context of the EU, the freight transport sector is facing challenges to reduce its 

environmental impacts. There is a growing need than ever before for the logistics and freight 

transport sector to incorporate sustainability measures into their operations, as the current 
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processes harm the environment and quality of life (Kumar et al., 2019). Inefficiency (load factor 

of 40 % to 60% empty trips), redundant trips, lack of synchronization between transport modes 

and lack of ability to deal with disruption and risks (Kumar et al., 2019) are some of the challenges 

that the freight sector has faced and will need to be addressed.  

2.2 The rising needs for using Big Data in freight 

The new era’s freight transport research is already responding to required changes. The structure 

of freight systems has rapidly evolved and whether or not their complexity can be accurately 

modeled has been a topic of debate (You and Ritchie, 2018). Efficiency aspects need to be 

assessed by formulating new business models or even business ecosystems, using multi-actor, 

multi-function and multi-decision frameworks. To address environmental concerns, freight 

transport optimization needs to be reviewed and revised for its sustainability, or greening impact. 

Social equity effects of innovations require us to understand the welfare distributing impacts of 

technology on diverse user and non-user groups (Tavasszy, 2020). Technological innovations 

like digitalization and automation are transforming the logistics industry within and between cities. 

Freight transport is responding to new opportunities to provide digital services with new business 

models, and logistics and transport processes are reorganized as part of these changes 

(Tavasszy, 2020). 

Incorporation of other data sources, e.g., GPS data, IoT and ICT technologies, into freight models 

is expected to allow for more sophisticated analysis that will accurately reflect the complexity of 

freight movements and overcome the limitations of conventional freight diary surveys. Emerging 

smart freight mobility concepts are heavily data-driven, aiming to provide insights that are useful 

to both researchers and practitioners (You and Ritchie, 2018). Big Data will play an important role 

in providing innovative day-to-day and emergency services in the cities (Zakir, Seymour and Berg, 

2015). Planners will be able to react to the emerging changes in demand within a much shorter 

period. Autonomous vehicles and autonomic computing systems can become the main 

approaches that could significantly improve efficiency and reliability and hence the sustainability 

of freight transport (You and Ritchie, 2018). 

In today’s context, it is undeniable that the freight transport sector needs to move from its 

traditional objective of minimizing total operational costs to a broader picture of sustainability. 

Therefore, it is imperative to develop models that embrace good business sense while catering 

to the needs of people, prosperity, environment, and sustainability. The ever-growing use of IoT 

and ICT technologies can be an enabler in making smart real-time decisions in the field of freight 
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transportation. This urges the researchers to focus on developing data-driven decision-making 

models for the integration of multiple modes of transportation or multiple service providers in the 

freight network (Kumar et al., 2019). 
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Big data role and applications in freight transport 

3.1 Big data and big data analytics 

Big Data includes more than just big volume. The study of big data is continuously evolving and 

expanding. The main attributes of big data are now expanded into “5V” concept: volume, velocity, 

variety, verification/veracity, and value. On the other hand, the term Big Data analytics can be 

defined as the application of advanced analytic techniques including data mining, statistical 

analysis, predictive analytics, etc. on big datasets as new business practice (Tiwari, Wee and 

Daryanto, 2018). It refers to the processes of examining and analyzing huge amounts and types 

of data to draw  conclusions by uncovering hidden patterns and correlations, trends, and other 

business valuable information and knowledge, to increase business benefits, increase operational 

efficiency, and explore new markets and opportunities. Thus, Big Data is the character or label of 

the data source while Big Data analytics is the process used to convert it into useful knowledge.  

Emerging data sources vary from traditional sources used in freight transport. In general, they are 

more complex than traditional ones. Big data applications identify useful sources that fit the Big 

Data concept, integrate them with the 5V’s attributes, analyze them using Big data analytics 

methods to reach the aim of the application, see Figure 1. First, it is imperative to distinguish Big 

Data sources that could be utilized in such applications. Characterization of emerging data 

sources that fit the ‘Big Data’ concept from a transport perspective (Milne and Watling, 2019a) 

are described as following: 

• Continuous monitoring:  refers to situations where data of attributes such as personal and 

vehicle mobility, possess one or more of the following facets: (i) a high temporal sampling 

rate; (ii) monitoring without gaps; and (iii) data that is being recorded indefinitely. 

• Data may not be owned by the data analyzer. It could be purchased or acquired from other 

institutions.  

• Data collection may not have been designed for the purpose. Data might have been 

collected for different services, e.g., mobile calls.  

• Data may be acquired from outside transport sector. 

• There may be an ability to link multiple contemporaneous data sources. 
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Figure 1. The flow for reaching aims of Big Data applications 

Big Data sources could be integrated to provide a holistic approach to manage, process and 

analyze the five Vs (i.e., volume, velocity, variety, veracity and value) to create actionable insights 

for sustained value delivery, measuring performance and establishing competitive advantages 

(Fosso Wamba et al., 2015; Ray Y Zhong et al., 2016; Neilson et al., 2019). Thus, Big Data 

sources are embedded in applications with identified attributes to reach the application’s aim. The 

five V’s attributes of big data in freight transport are explained as follows: 

• Volume: This is the most popular and obvious characteristic of big data, as the first word 

of "big" is indicating this characteristic (Hee et al., 2018). Volume refers to the quantities of 

data produced by various sources and are still expanding (Zhu et al., 2018). An enormous 

amount of data is generated every second. The volume of traffic data will grow more 

significantly when connected vehicles communicate and exchange information with other 

devices within themselves, with the road infrastructure, or with other nearby vehicles. E.g. 

connected vehicles  could generate approximately 30 gigabytes of data per day (Neilson 

et al., 2019).  

• Velocity: The velocity of processing such a huge data set from vehicles is significant 

because data-driven decisions should be made as quickly as possible. The velocity mainly 

relies on the speed of data collection, reliability of data transferring, efficiency of data 

storage, excavation speed of discovering useful knowledge, as well as decision-making 

models and algorithms (Hee et al., 2018). The velocity of data in transportation has 

increased due to improved communications technologies, increased processing power and 

speed of monitoring and processing (Zhu et al., 2018). 

• Variety: various equipment installed on roads to monitor traffic generates a vast amount of 

data. Variety is mainly focused on all kinds of data produced by detectors, sensors, and 

even social media (Zhu et al., 2018). The vast data from freight are usually variable due to 

the diverse sources and heterogeneous formats of structured and unstructured data 

(Neilson et al., 2019).  
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Big Data 
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• Verification: refers to uncertainties that are inherent in traffic and other transportation data, 

such as inaccurate or incomplete data (Neilson et al., 2019). There is a great myriad of 

Bad Data (e.g., noises, inaccurate attributes, ) from freight transport which increases the 

potential for missing or erroneous data due to environmental conditions, unreliable data 

sources, equipment failures, or malicious intent (Hee et al., 2018). Thus, Big data should 

be verified so that good data could be picked out. The verification usually must be carried 

out under certain authorities and security levels. Thus, the verification process designed 

and developed as tools to automatically verify the quality and compliance issues may 

consider different situations, some of which may be so complex that they are challengeable 

to address.  

• Value: The value of big data is difficult to evaluate in freight transport. Firstly, extracting 

value from big data is tough because of the hurdles caused by the previous four Vs. 

Secondly, the value of reports, statistics, and decisions obtained from Big Data is hard to 

measure due to the large influences on micro and macro perspectives (Ray Y. Zhong et 

al., 2016). Traffic data contains invaluable information but at a low density. For example, 

video data may reveal the cause of a collision at an intersection. However, since collisions 

do not occur all the time, most of the data capture only normal vehicle movement in the 

area (Neilson et al., 2019). 

Big Data remains big bulks of complex data that is useless unless it is converted into useful 

information. Big data analytics enables data miners and scientists to analyze huge amounts of 

unstructured data that can be harnessed using traditional tools. Moreover, Big Data analytics aims 

to immediately extract knowledgeable information using data mining techniques that help in 

making predictions, identifying recent trends, finding hidden information, and making decisions 

(Marjani et al., 2017). Thus, it reflects the challenges of data that are too vast, too unstructured, 

and too fast-moving to be managed by traditional methods (Zakir, Seymour and Berg, 2015). It 

could be defined as the processes of collecting, managing, processing, analyzing and visualizing  

continuously evolving data (Tiwari, Wee and Daryanto, 2018). It also entails the processes of 

examining big data with variable types to uncover hidden patterns, unknown correlations and 

other useful information/knowledge (Ray Y Zhong et al., 2016).  

With the flourishing of freight big data analytics, intelligent transportation management and control 

are now becoming more data-driven (Amin, Hadouej and Darwish, 2019). The various forms of 

analytics and approaches employed in Big Data, such as machine learning, can be used to sift 
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through the vast amount of freight transport data to extract useful knowledge and enable the 

related authority to take preventive actions and make appropriate decisions (Neilson et al., 2019). 

Big Data analytics can be categorized into descriptive, predictive and prescriptive analytics 

(Tiwari, Wee and Daryanto, 2018). 

• Descriptive analytics deal with the question of what has happened, what is happening, and 

why. Big data is analyzed to discover trends and patterns to help make longer-term 

decisions and conduct urban planning (Neilson et al., 2019). 

• Predictive analytics deal with the question of what will be happening or likely to happen, 

by exploring data patterns using statistics, simulation, and machine learning algorithms. It 

attempts to accurately predict the future and discover the reason (Ansari and Li, 2018; 

Tiwari, Wee and Daryanto, 2018; Neilson et al., 2019).  

• Prescriptive analytics deal with the question of what should be happening and how to 

influence it, by driving alternative decisions based on descriptive and predictive analytics, 

using mathematical optimization, simulation or multi-criteria decision-making techniques 

(Tiwari, Wee and Daryanto, 2018). 

3.2 Big data use in freight transport 

Due to the recent developments in ICT and other innovations in transport technology, a large 

amount of data is generated, collected and processed in the transport sector (Hee et al., 2018). 

This provides untapped opportunities to gain better insight into freight transportation infrastructure 

and the movement of vehicles. Big Data holds great promises for discovering new population 

patterns and heterogeneities that are not possible with traditional data sources (Fan, Han and 

Liu, 2014a). Furthermore, it has the potential ability to  combine different sources  to provide novel 

insights through the relational qualities of what is recorded (e.g., the ability to link observations of 

different activities via the common fields of time and space) and the associated flexible nature of 

the information. This leads to the suggestion that Big Data could result in the end of “theory” 

because it implies a shift towards insight and understanding being driven by empirical evidence 

rather than starting from theoretical constructs (Milne and Watling, 2019b). This remains a 

controversial point as others argues the need for understanding results based on theories to 

guarantee beneficial outcomes for planning. Moreover, it gives promises for exploring the hidden 

structures of each subpopulation of the data, which is traditionally not feasible and might even be 

treated as ‘outliers’ when the sample size is small. Also, it could facilitate extracting important 

common features across many subpopulations even when there are large individual variations 
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(Fan, Han and Liu, 2014a). For example, in freight transport, the availability of related data allows 

both historical and streaming data (e.g., traffic monitoring systems, connected vehicles, 

crowdsourcing, and social media (Neilson et al., 2019) analysis, which can reveal meaningful 

travel patterns, identify businesses, and assist in understanding the causes of trips. 

To sum it up, freight transport Big Data can be portrayed as the modeling and analysis of freight 

transport and distribution systems, through large data sets created by a large set of movement 

and transactional data sources of company operations. Increasingly the real-time tracking of 

vehicles could facilitate more accurate resource pooling and capacity sharing. Related firms and 

authorities, therefore, require more technical and technological support to handle the five Vs 

(Mehmood et al., 2017). 

3.3 Key components of big data analytics in freight transportation 

Big Data analytics architecture refers to the logical and physical structure that controls the 

required big data processes till the application’s aim is reached. Neilson et al., (2019) suggest a 

freight transport Big Data architecture to implement in freight applications consisting of seven 

layers: (1) data sources (e.g., sensors, devices) (2) data normalization (e.g., extract, transform, 

and load) (3) data brokering (e.g., using a context broker) (4) data storage (e.g., distributed 

storage) (5) data analytics (e.g., statistical and numerical analysis and real-time analysis) (6) data 

visualization (e.g., event mapping) (7) decisions (e.g., real-time and long- term actions).  These 

seven layers could be generalized and categorized into three broader layers as (1) data collection 

and preparation, (2) data analytics and utilization to (3) support decision-making processes (Zhu 

et al., 2018) which are explained as follows: 

• The data collection layer is the basis of the architecture since it provides the necessary 

data for the upper layer. The data come from diverse sources such as induction loop 

detectors, microwave radars, video surveillance, remote sensing, radio frequency 

identification data, and GPS, etc. (Zhu et al., 2018). 

• The data analytics layer is the core layer of this architecture. This layer is primarily to 

receive data from the data collection layer, and then apply various big data analytics 

approaches and the corresponding platform to complete data storage, management, 

mining, analysis, and sharing (Zhu et al., 2018). 

• The application layer is the topmost layer in this architecture. It applies the data process 

results from the data analytics layer in different transportation circumstances, for example, 
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traffic flow prediction, traffic guidance, signal control, and emergency rescue, etc. (Zhu et 

al., 2018). 
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Sources of data and methods of collection 

4.1 Data sources categories  

Big data in the freight transport system comes from many sources on the road and inside the 

vehicle such as GPS, cellular phones, Bluetooth, ground-based radio navigation, automatic 

vehicle identification, aerial sensory techniques, cameras, microphones, connected and 

autonomous vehicles, IoT technologies (e.g. radio-frequency identification (RFID)), wireless 

sensor networks, mobile devices, social media data, demographic data, weather reporting 

systems, geometric characteristics, and crash data (Ray Y. Zhong et al., 2016; Kaffash, Nguyen 

and Zhu, 2021a). Milne and Watling, (2019a)  classifies these sources and others t as follows: 

• Data from government transactions (e.g., tax, social security)  

• Data related to official registration/licensing (e.g., roadside sensors) 

• Commercial transactions by individuals and organizations 

• Tracking data 

• Internet data from search and social networking activities  

• Image data (e.g., aerial/satellite images, land-based video) 

Efficient data integration and fusion have to be carried out to receive the maximum output from 

the data, which could be a new data category. For example, integration of sensor data with the 

GPS or road monitoring data (Amin, Hadouej and Darwish, 2019). 

4.2 Collected data types 

One of the things that make Big data big is that it comes from a greater variety of sources than 

previously, such as web sources, including logs, clickstreams, and social media. User 

organizations of such data sources have been collecting data for years, but for most of them, it’s 

been a kind of hoarding. There are many untapped Big Data types collected and hoarded, such 

as RFID data from supply chain applications, text data from call center applications, semi-

structured data from various business-to-business processes, and geospatial data in logistics 

(Misra and Bera, 2018). The current Big Data analytics techniques opens doors to utilize such 

data sources, which means that structured data (which previously held unchallenged hegemony 

in analytics) is now joined by unstructured data (text and human language) and semi-structured 

data (XML, RSS feeds). There’s also data that’s hard to categorize, as it comes from audio, video, 
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and other devices. Plus, multidimensional data can be drawn from a data warehouse to add 

historic context to big data.  

One institution or tool could hold a mix of all data types altogether. Although data often comes 

from automated sensors by an agency, it can also be produced by public transportation agencies 

and urban planning organizations. Mostly owned by governmental institutions, data collected by 

roadside sensors may contain information about the speed of vehicles, vehicle types, GPS 

locations, wait times at traffic lights, traffic density, and traffic intensity (Neilson et al., 2019) along 

with other data that contains socioeconomic information such as taxes and  fees.  

Geospatial data about zoning, land use, household density, and job density are useful for network 

planning and macroscopic demand modeling. On the other hand, companies have many types of 

location data for their vehicles to track their movements. Perhaps most widely exploited for 

understanding travel/mobility patterns has been mobile phone data and GPS data (Milne and 

Watling, 2019a).  

Video and image data (multimedia) are also part of transportation data. This data is recorded 

using cameras installed in fixed locations or mounted on cars, drones or aircrafts. Traffic images 

can be used to identify vehicle license plates and vehicle types. They are also used for traffic 

enforcement (e.g., speed limit, traffic light, stop sign) and contain information about vehicle speed, 

location, time, and trajectory (Neilson et al., 2019).  

Nowadays, data sources extend beyond the traditional corporate database to include emails, 

mobile device outputs, and sensor-generated data where data is no longer restricted to structured 

database records but rather unstructured data having no standard formatting (Hee et al., 2018).  

Identifying a data type or choice of a particular data collection methodology depends on the end 

needs and purposes of the data as well as on available resources. Large-area patterns of traffic 

flow may not need real-time information, whereas incident alerts, trip plans, and congestion 

reports would. Also, different sources of data can be combined to enhance information and/or 

minimize the cost of data collection. Conventional traffic data sources are defined here to include 

road surface traffic sensors, household travel surveys, floating car surveys and traffic cameras, 

including automatic number plate recognition. Moreover, mobile devices, such as in-vehicle GPS 

and mobile device, offers the largest scope of data (e.g., traffic volume, speed and demand as 

defined in the Origin-Destination (OD) tables).  
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Different formats of transportation data, e.g., JSON, XML, PDF, represent different data types, 

such as digital images, videos, statistical tables, time series and social media data. This variety 

of formats presents a challenge in data storage as one single type of database may not be optimal 

to store and manage all kinds of data. For example, GPS and location-related data may work well 

as a document-oriented database (e.g., MongoDB), whereas social media data may work better 

if stored as a graph-oriented database (e.g., Neo4J). In addition, certain data types may require 

a specific type of database. Movement data, such as GPS locations and time stamps, can be 

stored and managed efficiently using parallel and distributed Moving Objects Databases (MODs) 

(Neilson et al., 2019). MODs can store, update, and keep track of locations of a large number of 

moving objects, such as people and vehicles. Current challenges in MODs include query 

processing and centralized and distributed MODs. 

In the following sections, we select a few key data sources used in freight transport for more in-

depth discussion. 

4.3 GPS readings from OEMs 

Survey-based data collection for commercial vehicle travel is difficult, time-consuming, and 

expensive (Sharman and Roorda, 2011). Surveys that collect travel information based on 

participant recall, are limited, especially in capturing short trips or trip chains (Du and Aultman-

Hall, 2007). On the other hand, passive vehicle tracking using the GPS could increase the 

observation period of commercial vehicle surveys while improving data quality and reducing 

respondent burden (Sharman and Roorda, 2011). In general, passive data refers to  data not 

collected through active solicitation; rather  generated for purposes that are not intended but can 

be potentially used for research. Examples include mobile phone sightings generated by phone 

operators for operation purposes, social media data generated voluntarily by users’ online 

activities, and smart-card data collected at many transit systems worldwide. Such data are very 

different from data of active solicitation (small data) that are familiar to most transportation 

researchers and thus requires different methods and techniques for processing and modeling 

(Chen et al., 2016).  

GPS data of freight vehicles is the most popular passive big data source in freight (Romano Alho 

et al., 2019). It provides enormous potential for understanding the current patterns of freight based 

on the large volume of data alone (Gingerich, Maoh and Anderson, 2016). The pervasiveness of 

GPS opens the possibility of using the acquired data for other planning purposes, ranging from 

more effective delivery scheduling by shippers and logistics providers to enhanced urban planning 
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and policymaking by public agencies (Laranjeiro et al., 2019). The presence of such data changes 

the transport analysis perspectives and methodologies due to its characteristics and differences 

from previous data types. 

Distinct features are characterizing these passively collected datasets: first, since they are 

passively generated, there is little to no respondent burden and consequently, the associated 

cost may be significantly reduced; second, these datasets usually encompass many diverse 

vehicles with larger samples size (Chen et al., 2016). And third, the length of the period that these 

datasets cover is often much longer than travel surveys (Chen, Bian and Ma, 2014). For instance, 

the observation period is increased greatly with the use of GPS devices (Sharman and Roorda, 

2011), such as a data collection period of three months used by Sharman and Roorda (2011), six 

months used by (Joubert and Axhausen, 2011), and more than a year used by (Ma, Mccormack 

and Wang, 2011). Fourth, because GPS devices are more accurate than surveys at recording 

time and positional characteristics of travel, they can correct the trip-misreporting issue resulting 

from self-reports of travel and improve the accuracy of travel data (Shen and Peter R. Stopher, 

2014). Compared with GPS records, paper-based travel diaries under-report about 20–30% of 

trips (Shen and Peter R. Stopher, 2014). Bohte and Maat, (2009) found that more trips per tour 

were recorded with GPS devices in a large-scale study conducted in the Netherlands; Stopher, 

Fitzgerald and Xu, (2007) found that the Sydney Household Travel Survey under-reports 7% of 

trips, compared to the much higher rate of 20–25% found in the standard computer-assisted 

telephone interview (CATI) survey conducted in the United States. 

4.3.1 Applications of GPS data in freight 

GPS data is used in many applications in freight transport in many countries around the world. 

Notable among such efforts is a joint venture by the American Transportation Research Institute 

(ATRI) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to develop and test a national system 

for monitoring freight performance measures (FPM) on key corridors. This FPM data system was 

built based on data obtained from trucking companies that used GPS-based technologies to 

remotely monitor their trucks. The dataset contained consecutive truck GPS from 2002 till 2014. 

It was used to analyze a variety of truck travel characteristics in Florida, USA. The truck travel 

characteristics analyzed include trip duration, trip length, trip speed, time-of-day profiles, and OD 

flows. Also, it was used to support planning, operation, and management processes associated 

with freight movements (Pinjari et al., 2014). In (Du and Aultman-Hall, 2007), 12 ten-day GPS 

travel datasets from Lexington, USA were used to develop, calibrate and compare three methods 
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to identify trip start points. The true start and endpoints of each trip were identified in advance in 

the GPS data using a supplemental trip log completed by the participants so that the accuracy of 

each automated trip division method could be measured and compared. Greaves and Figliozzi, 

(2008) monitored 30 trucks of the same type delivering different products in urban Melbourne, 

Australia for one week. The purpose of their analysis was to collect detailed tour information 

(duration, speed, number of stops and distance traveled) and to investigate potential applications 

of passive GPS data, such as obtaining precise origin-destination matrices broken down by time 

of day, building and calibrating trip generation models and developing speed-time profiles. Ma, 

Mccormack and Wang, (2011) collected GPS data from approximately 2,500 trucks in 

Washington, USA and evaluated the feasibility of processing these data to support a statewide 

network performance measures program. The program monitored truck travel time and system 

reliability and guided freight investment decisions by public agencies. An algorithm was 

developed to extract required information and geocode each truck’s location to the roadway 

network and traffic analysis zones. Measures were developed to quantify truck travel 

characteristics and performance between zones. In Joubert and Axhausen, (2011) activities were 

extracted from raw GPS data collected in South Africa over six months for more than 30,000 

commercial vehicles. The results indicated that about 60% of activity chains were between 5 and 

15 activities per chain while 25% of the chains had 4 or less; 89% of the chains have a duration 

of 24 hours or less; and approximately 75% of all activities started between 08:00 and 17:00. Alho 

et al., (2018) detailed the data collection method demonstrated in Singapore and illustrated three 

data-driven insights: (1) freight vehicle overnight parking, (2) tour patterns and associated vehicle 

usage characteristics, and (3) commodity flow patterns. Jonker and Venter, (2019) described the 

use of mobile GPS loggers to collect and analyze trip-length data for car-based trips to and from 

shopping centers based on data collected from drivers in the Pretoria–Johannesburg area of 

South Africa. They found a significant variation in observed trip lengths, with average trip lengths 

varying systematically by shopping center’s type and size. The data was collected from a sample 

of 726 drivers. Hess et al., (2015) implemented an application in route choice modeling using 

GPS data, focusing on heavy goods vehicles which typically made longer journeys with decisions 

potentially underpinned by different priorities from those used by car drivers. The work of (Yang 

et al., 2014) presented the application of a learning method, support vector machine, in identifying 

delivery stops with GPS data. This study focused on freight that mainly delivered commodities to 

various locations in urban areas from warehouses. Laranjeiro et al., (2019) described an approach 

for exploring and analyzing a large amount of vehicle GPS data from heterogeneous sources. 
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They aimed to leverage GPS data to better understand and characterize urban logistics from a 

broader, city-wide perspective as well as from the perspective of a single corporate logistics 

system. Using the city of São Paulo, Brazil, they explored how detailed and comprehensive 

vehicle GPS data from different sources, could be used to provide a complementary 

characterization of the movement of freight vehicles from a broader, city-wide perspective. 

Sources included a major mapping solution provider that monitored many vehicles belonging to 

multiple heterogeneous private, public and commercial fleets. They showed how these different 

datasets unveiled operational characteristics that were specific to the different freight operators 

represented as well as operational patterns common to diverse freight operators across datasets. 

They presented insights into the spatial distribution of cargo vehicles across the city on different 

days, the distinct flows and preferred paths of freight traffic, the number of stops per vehicle trip, 

the distribution of stop times, and the speed patterns. Plötz and Speth, (2021) obtained roughly 

700,000 GPS coordinates of truck stop locations from 500,000 trucks over 7.5 t GVW in Europe. 

They aggregated individual stop locations to highly frequented local truck stop clusters using the 

DBscan algorithm. The aim was to identify potential locations for charging electric trucks. 

4.3.2 Challenges with GPS data 

The advances made in GPS technology over the past decade have created new opportunities for 

collecting more accurate trip data from larger samples at a lower cost (Jonker and Venter, 2019). 

GPS data provides enormous potential for understanding the current patterns of freight based on 

the large volume of data alone (Gingerich, Maoh and Anderson, 2016). However, there is a 

research gap regarding the conversion of freight vehicle GPS traces into tour-level data (Romano 

Alho et al., 2019). The main reason is that GPS vehicle-tracking information does not provide 

behavioral information (e.g., travel mode, trip purpose or the number of occupants and loads in 

vehicles) (Shen and Peter R. Stopher, 2014) although it does provide accurate spatial and 

temporal information about truck movements. Unlike the travel surveys that attempt to record 

every trip made by each respondent during a certain period (typically 24 hours) and thus, one’s 

complete trajectory (information on places visited and when) is known, a passively generated 

dataset contains no information that directly tells the full trajectory. Rather, it contains traces that 

are generated whenever a device connects to the communications network (e.g., a phone call, or 

uses an application that requires internet). Thus, these traces are often not continuous in time, 

unless a device is being used nonstop (Chen, Bian and Ma, 2014). Automated processing 

techniques are required to impute behavioral information about destination location and the 
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frequency of repeated visits to destinations (Sharman and Roorda, 2011). Without additional 

information, such as modes and trip purposes, extensive post-processing is required to derive 

data that can be used for analysis and model estimation (Schuessler and Axhausen, 2009). 

Some additional patterns in GPS data could assist in identifying possible trip ends, including 

heading changes of approximately, parking patterns, repeated use of road links, distance from 

the road network and circuitous routes (Jonker and Venter, 2019). A strategy for enhancing the 

GPS data analysis in the literature is to use auxiliary data as a semantic enrichment strategy, 

merging GPS data with data from other secondary sources, such as truck fleet and the 

shipments/services delivered or even traditional paper surveys (Sharman and Roorda, 2013; 

Laranjeiro et al., 2019). The volume of data also presents a substantial challenge since it was not 

originally intended as an input for transportation models and analysis (Gingerich, Maoh and 

Anderson, 2016).  

Further information about the locations visited (type of parking location or company visited) can 

be obtained via automated queries to geoinformation such as Google Maps, OpenStreetMap, and 

related services. However, the collected related attributes (e.g., types of locations or names of 

companies visited) are often incomplete, error-prone, and with inhomogeneous levels of 

aggregation or categorization. Thus, the additional information requires additional manual sorting 

and labor and even then, the final information is quite limited and coarse (e.g., industrial vs. 

residential area).  

Moreover, the GPS survey has some technical data acquiring shortcomings, such as unstable 

signal acquisition in certain areas, error readings, device malfunction, and battery limitations, and 

GPS data processing, which can cause inaccurate or incomplete data acquisition (Shen and Peter 

R Stopher, 2014; Jonker and Venter, 2019). One key aspect of using passive vehicle GPS 

tracking data is identifying and filtering errors and inconsistencies. This is required because the 

positioning accuracy of GPS receivers under ideal conditions is between 5 and 10m. However, it 

is usually less accurate due to several error sources. For instance, not all of the four satellites 

required for precisely calculating a three-dimensional position may be in view at a specific 

location, especially in urban settings, where large infrastructure can block or interfere with the 

signal, such as when driving between tall buildings, through a tunnel, or under a bridge. Even 

when a sufficient number of satellites are in view, they might not be ideally positioned, i.e., in 

urban canyons, which is evidenced by a high position dilution of precision (PDOP) (Laranjeiro et 

al., 2019). While the GPS device searches for satellites, incorrect locations can be reported, or a 
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complete loss of data points can occur (Joubert and Meintjes, 2015). Also, some freight vehicles 

do not switch off their engines when performing their activities and idle at the location where the 

activity is being performed. This may result in signal jiggle: a false report of movement that occurs 

because the GPS points fluctuate around a stationary position (Joubert and Meintjes, 2015). 

When GPS data from phones are used, cell towers are used to derive the position of a device, 

the traces recorded often have errors that range between 250 m and 900 m in urban areas (Chen, 

Bian and Ma, 2014), which has much larger errors and uncertainties.  

Other challenges with GPS data are cost, integration into existing modeling paradigms, privacy, 

sample bias, and data management (Jonker and Venter, 2019). Joubert and Meintjes, (2015) 

acknowledge that users of such data sets should be cautious about the inherent selection bias: 

the vehicles in the data set may only reflect a (potentially) biased sample of users who subscribe 

to the particular vehicle tracking or fleet management company’s service offering. 

4.4 Aerial imagery and video data   

Aerial imagery includes images and videos from Unmanned Aerial vehicles (UAV) and satellites. 

They can improve the spatial coverage of immovable traffic sensors since they are not fixed to 

specific locations. Their advantage over local sensors is their wide monitoring range and top-view 

perspective. A typical application of aerial imagery is mapping of roads and land, but it is also 

possible to estimate travel times, speeds of traffic flows, densities and queueing delays of roads 

(Angel et al., 2003).  

The first publication where aerial imagery has been used in the research of transportation dates 

back to the 1920s (Johnson, 1929). Johnson examined overlapped photographs of road between 

Baltimore, Md. and Washington, D.C taken from a single airplane. He developed algorithms to 

get "discharge per hour", consequently the rate of vehicle flow. Perhaps his use of the term 

"distribution of traffic" led to the introduction of probability theory in the study of traffic. 

Charansonney and BUISSON, (2018) presented how Johnson’s heritage has continued by 

discovering the spatial nature of traffic density by (Edie, 1963). 

Advanced camera technology and image processing have enabled applications to identify and 

track vehicles. Ke et al., (2017) proposed a modeling framework to identify traffic streams and 

extract the bi-directional traffic flow parameters (i.e., speed, density, and volume) from aerial 

videos in a real-time manner. Vlahogianni et al., (2021)provide a methodological framework to 

identify traffic conditions based on non-calibrated video recordings captured from unmanned 
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aerial vehicles (UAV) using deep learning. For a complete literature review of UAVs in traffic 

studies see (Barmpounakis, Vlahogianni and Golias, 2016).  

4.5 Traffic data from road mounted sensors  

Traffic data is utilized for multiple purposes. It monitors traffic conditions on key arterials, speed 

and red-light enforcement, adaptive signal control, and incident detection and management. It is 

an essential element of the Smart Infrastructure/ITS and it is implemented on highways around 

the world. A network of roadside traffic cameras can provide information on vehicle movement. 

Analysis of traffic video and images is an emerging practice in transport Big Data. Video analytics 

supports basic recognition tasks, such as license plate and vehicle type, based on photos of 

passing vehicles (Zhu et al., 2018; Neilson et al., 2019). 

Traffic data or traffic monitoring data can be either historical or live data. Sensor equipment 

installed on transport infrastructure is used to collect data such as vehicle speeds, vehicle density, 

traffic flows, and trip times. Traditional on-road sensors, (e.g., infrared and microwave detectors), 

have been evolving to obtain, compute and transfer traffic data (Zhu et al., 2018). Traffic data 

collection from sensors can be divided into three sources: roadside data (e.g., inductive magnetic 

loops, pneumatic road tubes, piezoelectric loops arrays and microwave radars, ultrasonic and 

acoustic sensor systems, magnetometer vehicle detectors, infrared systems, light detection and 

ranging), floating car data (e.g., vehicle mobility data at), and wide-area data (i.e., collected by 

diverse sensor tracking techniques such as photogrammetric processing, sound recording, video 

processing, and space-based radar) (Zhu et al., 2018). 
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Methods and algorithms 

Many methods have been used for Big Data analytics in the freight sector. In this report, they are 

presented within three major groups: machine learning and artificial intelligence, optimization and 

agent-based modeling. They are expanded in the following.  

5.1 Machine learning and artificial intelligence 

Machine learning is the most popular modeling and analytics theory in Big Data ecosystems, 

because it is easy to derive patterns and models from a large amount of data (Zhu et al., 2018). 

The artificial neural networks (ANN) and deep learning (DL) algorithms are the most dominant 

ones (James et al., 2013b, 2013a; Kaffash, Nguyen and Zhu, 2021a). Parametric techniques 

include but are not limited to regression models, auto-regressive integrated moving average 

(ARIMA) family models, Kalman filter models, non-parametric approaches such as artificial neural 

networks, k-nearest algorithms support vector machines, and genetic algorithms. In recent years, 

the combined usage of these algorithms to address transport problems has become prevalent 

(Kaffash, Nguyen and Zhu, 2021a). It can be observed that ANNs and DL algorithms are the first 

two algorithms that are widely employed (Kaffash, Nguyen and Zhu, 2021a). Within this report, 

we explain machine learning algorithms in four different groups, i.e., supervised learning, 

unsupervised learning, and time series algorithms, as follows.  

5.1.1 Supervised learning 

Supervised learning models use input data and the target outputs (labels) to learn the function or 

map between them (Zhu et al., 2018). Supervised learning builds models to predict output using 

known input-output data for model training. The known input-output data are also called labeled 

data, which are a group of samples with specific tags providing identifications of each sample 

(Barua, Zou and Zhou, 2020a). Data samples without such tags are called non-labeled data. For 

example, a labeled sample can be a shipping record with a label to identify the mode of shipment. 

Once trained, i.e., the relationship between the output and the inputs is established, output for a 

new set of data can be predicted using the relationship. Supervised learning can include the 

following (Barua, Zou and Zhou, 2020a): 

Linear regression   

Linear regression is the most commonly used supervised learning. Linear regression is incredibly 

simple, robust, easy to interpret, and easy to code (Zhu et al., 2018). Linear regression models 
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make assumptions about the model structure, e.g., the error term and the relationship of output 

with inputs to predict the output (Barua, Zou and Zhou, 2020a). The simplest supervised ML 

methods is considered to be linear regression (Barua, Zou and Zhou, 2020a).The concept is that 

when a new data point x comes in, the k data points closest to x in the training data are identified. 

The prediction is based on the majority label for classification and the average label for regression. 

Despite its simplicity, linear regression is particularly successful in various transport scenarios, 

such as traffic flow prediction, traffic speed estimation, and transportation travel route evaluation 

(Zhu et al., 2018).  

Artificial Neural Networks 

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) replicate human brain functions and are thus considered 

similarly ‘intelligent’, as they learn and generalize by examples of paired data (Reggiani, Tsang 

and Fai, 1997). ANNs emulate the logic and behavioral characteristics of animal neural networks 

in information processing. The central idea is extracting linear combinations of features and then 

modeling output as a nonlinear function of the features. The information processing is performed 

by adjusting the interconnections of nodes in the neural network with the ability to self-learn and 

self-adapt ANN can train very complex models, but often requires a large amount of data for 

training (Barua, Zou and Zhou, 2020a).  

ANNs are a popular example of flexible and robust supervised learning for both classification and 

regression (Zhu et al., 2018). It can perform the non-linear mapping between inputs and outputs 

through the consideration of hidden layers. Most related works focus on traffic flow prediction, 

travel time prediction, incident detection, traffic accident detection and remaining parking spaces 

forecasting and traffic sign recognition (Zhu et al., 2018; Kaffash, Nguyen and Zhu, 2021b). With 

enough hidden layers of processing nodes and training data, ANN can learn any non-linear 

relations between input and target data.  

Many studies used them as well within freight area such as González et al., (2010) who applied 

ANNs to deduce travel modes. They used mobile phones to record GPS data. As they mentioned 

in their work, the advantage of using ANNs is that they can explore the information from data that 

is missed by humans or other analysis algorithms. In their research, the inputs they chose were 

many attributes (e.g., acceleration, speed, estimated horizontal accuracy uncertainty). The ANN 

learned the small differences between car, bus, and walking trips based on the input attributes. 
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Deep learning 

Deep learning (DL) models exploit much more system features and complex architecture than 

traditional ANN and can achieve better performance than traditional machine learning models 

used mostly in predict traffic congestion, sign detection, fault diagnoses and predict traffic flow 

density (Zhu et al., 2018; Kaffash, Nguyen and Zhu, 2021b). DL focused on employing special 

topology neural networks for solving various real-world problems by mimicking the human 

decision-making process. Two of the most common neural network models used in DL are 

convolutional neural networks (CNN), where the artificial neural network neurons are organized 

into hierarchical blocks, each of which specializes in enhancing certain features of the input data, 

or recurrent neural networks (RNN), where the network is composed of nodes that, in addition to 

receiving information from the previous layer, can also obtain it from themselves, through a 

recurrent link (Barua, Zou and Zhou, 2020a). 

One of the most common DL applications is predictive analytics used to support the decision-

making process, by overcoming the limitations of the traditional analytical models that build on a 

fixed set of assumptions. In the freight and logistics area, the analytics based on DL can consider 

many dynamic attributes over time, e.g., traffic or weather conditions and self-evolve over time 

and recognize patterns that are beyond the capacity of the single human reasoning. DL is seen 

as a paradigm in using special topology neural networks which may be flexibly adapted to specific 

cases rather than specific neural network structure, which makes it flexible in solving various 

complex problems (Barua, Zou and Zhou, 2020a).  

Besides, nowadays DL finds application in different areas of freight and logistics (Varghese, 

Chikaraishi and Urata, 2020), e.g., in traffic forecasting, road occupancy, O-D travel demand. Ren 

et al., (2020) used DL for intelligent service capacity allocation in logistics operations. They 

considered demand fulfillment and cost saving used in real time scenario that was developed with 

the help of DL approach to represent the strategic bidding behavior in freight transport markets. 

Van Heeswijk, (2021) forecasted disaggregated freight flows by using two different DL 

approaches based on CNN and RNN to predict the flow of goods through ports.  Lloret et al., 

(2021) processed traffic flow data including, transportation network representation, traffic flow 

forecasting, traffic signal control, automatic vehicle detection, traffic incident processing, travel 

demand prediction, autonomous driving and driver behaviors with different DL approaches. 
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Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy Inference systems 

The fuzzy logic introduces another framework for reasoning statements, instead of being true or 

false, they may be partially true or false. Thus, the fuzzy logic employs a set of values within a 

certain domain, rather than fixed numerical values typically used in many ML methods. Although 

this approach may look similar to the error of statistical methods, the fuzzy logic can tackle 

situations when data is associated with some uncertainty, e.g., missing values, noises, variations  

(Profillidis & Botzoris, 2019). In recent years, Intuitionistic Fuzzy Logic became more and more 

popular as an extension of the classical theory of fuzzy sets by introducing additional measures 

besides the degree of membership, called the degree of non-membership, which aims to reflect 

more precisely the uncertainty quantification  (Atanassov, 1999). 

Different applications of fuzzy logic in the freight and logistics domain are reported in the literature. 

Buyukozkan and Göçer, (2019) proposed a decision-making model based on the combinative 

distance-based assessment under intuitionistic fuzzy (IF) setting to determine and prioritize smart 

city logistics strategies. Mousavi et al., (2019) proposed another decision model for Cross-docking 

logistic center locations based on Multi-Criteria Group Decision-Making model, which applies the 

concept of compromise solution under uncertainty addressed by application Interval-Valued 

Intuitionistic Fuzzy sets. Gupta et al., (2021)studied multi-objective optimization in supply chain 

cases under IF environments. Besides, the classical fuzzy logic applications are also still viable, 

as in (Kazan, Çiftçi and Hobikoğlu, 2015)where they discussed an approach for the application of 

fuzzy logic in the selection of the type of transport mode while in (Pathak, Shankar and 

Choudhary, 2021)they presented an assessment framework on competitive priorities for 

sustainable freight transport systems with application of fuzzy logic.  

Support vector machines and decision trees 

Support vector machines (SVM) is another widely used ML method mainly for classification. SVM 

constructs linear boundaries in a transformed version of the feature space such that the distance 

between boundaries of different classes is maximized. SVM is capable of handling a large number 

of features and tackling the issue of overfitting. SVM can have similar prediction accuracy with 

ANN for making route choice decisions but it has much more computing (Sun and Park, 2017). 

The decision tree is an acyclic graph that organizes a dataset in smaller homogeneous subsets. 

In a tree, each node corresponds to a pairwise comparison of a feature. Each branch represents 
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the outcome of the comparison. Conceptually simple, the prediction can be performed very fast 

using a decision tree (Barua, Zou and Zhou, 2020a).  

Instance-based algorithms 

Instance-based algorithms typically compare new data to the existing database using a similarity 

measure to find the best match and make a prediction. The most popular instance-based 

algorithms are k-nearest neighbor (kNN), Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ), Self-Organizing 

Map (SOM) and Locally Weighted Learning (LWL). Among different instance-based techniques, 

kNN and SVM are the dominant ones in the ITS field (Kaffash, Nguyen and Zhu, 2021a). Mostly 

kNN in the transport literature is applied for traffic flow/speed prediction (Kaffash, Nguyen and 

Zhu, 2021a). SVM uses labelled data for regression and classification (Zhu et al., 2018). It first 

represents training data in a transformed feature space so that the points can be separated by a 

hyperplane with the largest margin between the two classes. The testing data are then mapped 

into the same space and predicted to belong to a side of the separating hyperplane. It has been 

successfully used in travel time prediction, bus arrival time prediction, and traffic accident 

detection (Zhu et al., 2018). In similar applications, Yang et al., (2014) used SVM in identifying 

delivery stops with GPS data. The duration of a stop, the distance from a stop to the center of the 

city, and the distance to a stop’s closest major bottleneck were extracted as the three features 

used in the SVM model. The accuracy of classification was higher than 99% for the training and 

testing data sets. 

Reinforcement Learning 

Inspired by behavioral psychology, reinforcement learning (RL) has been adopted and adapted 

by multiple disciplines as a mechanism for integrating information from various sources and/or 

outcomes from repeated trials. In RL, given a set of possible actions, the agent discovers the 

most rewarding decision by trying action and reaping the reward immediately or after a set of 

subsequent actions, i.e., delayed reward. Because of the structure, the agent is required to make 

a tradeoff between exploration of new options that may have higher rewards and exploitation of 

past actions that led to rewards (Weigang et al., 2008). 

Two psychological features in some RL frameworks may exist, i.e., experimentation and recency 

effects. By allowing experimentation in the model, a subject’s choice set is not limited to past 

successful ones, thereby preventing subjects from being rapidly locked into one sub-optimal 

choice. Recency effects recognize that recent events might have a more significant impact on 
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decisions compared to past experience. These two features allow a RL model to be more 

responsive to changes in the environment, especially under partial and general conditions of 

information availability (Weigang et al., 2008). 

In general, RL enables an agent to learn by trial-and-error using feedback from its actions and 

experiences. The objective of RL is to maximize a predefined cumulative award. After an action 

is performed, the agent receives a reward which describes the immediate return sent from the 

environment associated with the action. Based on the reward and the current state, the agent 

decides the best action to take. Unlike supervised learning in which training data have the answer 

while being trained, there is no answer in reinforcement learning. Instead, the agent decides what 

to do to perform a given task. Popular reinforcement learning techniques include Q-Learning, 

state-action-reward-state-action (SARSA), and deep Q networks (DQNs) (Barua, Zou and Zhou, 

2020a). 

Different transport applications are known by applying the RL methods. In Al Hajj Hassan, 

Mahmassani and Chen, (2020) demand forecasting methodology to support operational planning 

over short to long term horizons is presented, where the approach combines time series models 

in the framework over a rolling horizon. In the proposed methodology, predictions for each market 

are generated after clustering the market lanes (different origin-destination pairs) based on 

observed demand patterns. In (Firdausiyah, Taniguchi and Qureshi, 2020), a RL model is 

presented for the purpose of evaluating  joint delivery systems. The RL is gaining popularity in 

the freight transport sector and logistics area as the developments are relatively new and address 

the layers of complexity of various cases that cannot be handled by conventional ML frameworks. 

The major challenge in RL is the expense of time for the calculation of the result (Ni, Xiao and 

Lim, 2020). 

Probabilistic learning 

The probabilistic learning framework in ML is seen as a technique inferring models to explain 

observed data. The models can be used to make predictions about future data and make rational 

decisions given these predictions. Uncertainty  plays a fundamental role in this process as 

observed data can fit different models, but which model is appropriate for a given data is 

uncertain, as well as the prediction of future data and consequences of actions (Ghahramani, 

2015). The probabilistic approach to modeling provides a framework to express the different forms 

of uncertainty relying on the probability theory which aims to model it. Conceptually, the approach 
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is very simple: probability distributions are used to represent all the uncertain unobserved 

quantities in a model (including structural, parametric, and noise-related) and how they relate to 

the data(Ghahramani, 2015).  

Probability theory can be applied to any problem involving uncertainty that comes in ML in many 

forms as: what is the best prediction about the future given some past data, what is the best model 

to explain some data, what measurement should be performed next and etc. The rules of 

probability theory give grounds to infer the unobserved quantities given the observed data. Thus, 

the learning process evolves through the transformation of the prior probability distributions 

(defined before observing the data), into posterior distributions (after observing data) (Murphy, 

2012). The application of probability theory to learning from data is called Bayesian learning. In 

addition, the probabilistic framework has several appealing properties. Simple probability 

distributions over a single or a few variables can be composed to form the building blocks of 

larger, more complex models. Using graphical models has been the dominant paradigm over the 

last years, with variants including directed graphs, Bayesian and Deep belief networks and 

undirect graphs knows as Markov networks and random fields, as well as mixed graphs 

(Ghahramani, 2015).  

Various applications of the probabilistic learning framework in freight and logistics are reported in 

the literature as in (Deng, Zhang and Wei, 2020), in which an approach is presented for the 

prediction of vehicle-cargo matching probability based on a dynamic Bayesian network and a 

recursive method  for solving it. The approach is proven to be efficient to provide support in a 

logistics platform for scheduling decision and controlling and logistics resources selection 

processes In (Lakehal, Abdelaziz and Tachi, Fouad, 2018) a probabilistic-based model for 

assessment of road risks for improving logistics is discussed. The advantage of the proposed 

model lies in its simple and easy to understand structure even by non-specialists, and the effect 

of reducing the probability of the variable affecting merchandise delivery with conformity and 

on schedule. In (Zheng, Peng and Wei, 2021), an idea for operational risk modeling for logistics 

system with Bayesian network is developed for the analysis of a whole cold chain logistics system 

and potential risk events. The Bayesian network is used for modeling and simulation to identify 

the main influencing factors and to conduct a sensitivity analysis of them. In (Pitombeira-Neto, 

Loureiro and Carvalho, 2020) a Bayesian model for estimation of day-to-day origin-destination 

flows in transportation networks is proposed. The purpose of the study is to develop an inference 

on OD flows, route flows and parameters of the route choice model and the variance functions, 
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given a time series of observed link volumes in a subset of links of a transportation network.  

Finally, in (Snoeck, Merchán and Winkenbach, 2020) a probabilistic directed graphical model is 

used to infer constrained customers in delivery routes. The proposed method tends to outperform 

the traditional baseline of counting the frequency of customers deviating between planned and 

actual routes and represents an attempt to infer delivery constraints based on an actual delivery 

date. 

5.1.2 Unsupervised learning 

Unsupervised learning is also referred to as clustering that focuses on learning natural groups 

from unlabeled multidimensional data (Zhu et al., 2018). Principal component analysis (PCA) is a 

widely used techniques in unsupervised learning. PCA is a dimensionality reduction technique 

that transforms several correlated variables into a smaller number of uncorrelated principal 

components, each a sequence of linear projections of the original data. PCA provides a way to 

extract and synthesize features and is used in both exploratory data analysis and prediction. 

Djukic, Lint and Hoogendoorn, (2012) described an application of PCA to a set of dynamic OD 

matrices to reduce the high dimensionality of OD data. K-means is the another unsupervised 

learning tool, and it has been widely adopted in highway transportation planning, and travel time 

prediction (Zhu et al., 2018).Another popular algorithm to cluster or aggregate data is the DBscan 

algorithm, which – in contrast to K-means – is more computationally efficient (Schubert et al., 

2017).  

Clustering partitions a dataset into groups (clusters) so that observations in each group are similar 

but different across groups. By analyzing data in each group, clusters can be labeled. One 

consequent use of clustering is to improve the accuracy of supervised ML by adding the cluster 

labels as new features (Barua, Zou and Zhou, 2020a). A recent review (Anand et al., 2017) 

summarizes that unsupervised clustering models are widely used in the area of intelligent 

transportation. In applications to transport, (Ducret, Lemarié and Roset, 2016; Zhou and Zhang, 

2019; Tamayo, Combes and Gaudron, 2020) discuss an unsupervised approach for content and 

sentiment analysis in social media posts regarding city logistics, truck drivers dangerous driving 

behaviors detection using PCA. Moreover, Gong, Yamamoto and Morikawa, (2018) use it to 

identify activity stop location in GPS trajectories, Gawelski et al., (2020) group haul truck cycles 

in mining applications, and Chen, Ji and Wang, (2014) segment GPS trajectories. However, a few 

research gaps still exist, such as:  
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• Determining the optimal number of clustering points, which seems to be a major problem 

while developing a model  (Anand et al., 2017) 

• Defining a termination criterion is difficult. Clustering a specific type of data and finding its 

termination criterion is ineffective because most unsupervised algorithms are iterative. If 

the criterion is met for all clustered data, the developed model can be trained robustly  

(Anand et al., 2017) 

• Clustering methods are sensitive that even unwanted data may be amplified and 

interpreted. Thus, there is a lack of a definitive objective function  (Anand et al., 2017) 

The stated problems can be overcome by using evolutionary computational algorithms, but they 

also suffer from a variety of problems like accomplishing reliable results within a stipulated period 

and premature convergence to a local extremum.  

5.1.3 Time series algorithms 

The literature is rich when it comes to time-domain approaches from autoregressive moving 

average (ARIMA) to dynamic generalized linear models. ARIMA model is one of the most widely 

used regression techniques. Its applications in freeway traffic flow prediction/forecasting can be 

traced back to 1979 (Kaffash, Nguyen and Zhu, 2021a). Many other models have been used for 

that purpose such as multivariate spatial-temporal autoregressive (MSTAR), multivariate time-

series state-space seasonal autoregressive integrated moving- average (SARIMA), generalized 

autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH). 

5.2 Optimization 

Optimization has played an important role for decades in different areas of transportation, though 

in freight and logistics. Optimizing operations is becoming more important in making better 

decisions in terms of operational efficiency, strategic resource planning, and improving 

performance and process quality to provide customers with better quality services in the most 

cost-effective manner. Optimization is often a tool, not a goal, to big data analysis. This has led 

to significant progress on developments of fast algorithms that are scalable to massive data with 

high dimensionality (Fan, Han and Liu, 2014b).  

Recent research review reveals that over the last decade the number of papers related to the 

optimization of sustainable transport systems has grown almost three times, comparable to 

the growth of Artificial Intelligence methods applied in transport (de la Torre et al., 2021). In 

addition, the classical transportation problem of delivering goods from origin-destination 
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locations is still one of the predominant optimization problems, using various methods where a 

cost function is minimized. However, after 2015 the pressure for socially responsible transport 

systems development has resulted in adding novel degrees of complexities in the 

solved optimization problems and imposed the need for multi-objective optimization.  In those 

applications, the objective function can contain different environmental (e.g., greenhouse 

gas emissions, distance, fuel consumption, vehicle loading, pollution, empty mile) and social 

impact dimensions (e.g., accessibility, reliability, health and safety, congestion), as well as 

cost/profit minimization/maximization. The decision problems may also vary in different 

directions to low energy transportation modes, delivery time schedules, route sharing and 

optimization, outsourcing deliveries, relocation of wheelhouses, as well as predictive 

maintenance objectives for the green vehicles, etc. (Bravo and Vidal, 2013).  

A recent review of (Meyer, 2020) regarding the decarbonization of road freight has investigated a 

large number of research papers their topics, methods and frameworks applied. The findings 

show that the optimization topic is viable in the freight and logistics 

community and it appears more frequently in applications related to transportation route 

planning problems, vehicle emission models and their inclusion into existing route optimization 

methods, increasing the energy efficiency of the road transport and study the links with different 

economic factors, grouping of freight deliveries, platooning. This confirms that 

optimization methods and models still play a major role in the freight and logistics research and 

applications.  

The wide variety of problems implying optimization in freight and logistics also require different 

optimization methods and solving approaches to find optimal solutions. For example, in (Caramia 

and Dell’Olmo, 2020) an extensive overview is provided for different multi-objective optimization 

methods with emphasis  the formulation of the problems and solving methods e.g., multilevel 

programming, scalarization,, as well as integer methods e.g., shortest path and traveling 

salesman, and  and optimization models related to different applications like heterogeneous fleets 

distribution, green supply management a.  Different applications are also discussed in (Derbel, 

Jarboui and Siarry, 2020), including problems to routing of electric vehicles, prioritization of green 

logistics, multi-objective optimization on sustainable delivery systems, etc.   

In the freight context, optimization is applied in terms of finding the optimal route for vehicles, 

optimal speed, optimal energy consumption, optimal waiting time and schedule (Kaffash, Nguyen 

and Zhu, 2021a). It can draw insight from a complex system with multiple factors and constraints 
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such as capacity, route, demand coverage and huge data volume. In addition, an optimization 

technique can uncover new data and analyze multiple objectives such as cost reduction and 

demand fulfillment. Finally, one can achieve the business objective through supply chain visibility 

optimization, scenario management, multi-user collaboration, and performance tracker 

optimization (Tiwari, Wee and Daryanto, 2018). For instance, Melo, Macedo and Baptista, (2017) 

studied smart cities and their traffic optimization. The study demonstrated the positive effects of 

smart re-routing such as saving travel time and improving road network efficiency. It then 

evaluated the traffic performance, costs, and environmental conditions in Lisbon, Portugal (Hee 

et al., 2018).  

Artificial Intelligence methods also play a major role in the field of optimization in freight and 

logistics domains which are identified as being among the top social systems adopting such 

methods, Abduljabbar et al., (2019). (Barua, Zou and Zhou, 2020b)   identified and 

reviewed some techniques related to the application of metaheuristic approaches for transport 

problems optimization such as Genetic Programming, based on evolutionary concepts, simulated 

annealing, mimicking processes in metals, ant colony optimization, based on Swarm Intelligence 

concepts, artificial Immune systems based on the human immune system, as well 

as ML applications like fuzzy logic (Govindan, Paam and Abtahi, 2016; Wang et al., 2020) 

or advanced DL based Artificial Neural Networks (Adi, Iskandar and Bae, 2020) for optimization 

tasks.  

5.3 Agent-based modeling 

Agent-Based Modelling (ABM) is a micro-simulation tool that recreates in a virtual context the 

interactions and behaviors of a set of agents and their environment. This tool considers that any 

system is made up of a set of entities – agents – that interact amongst themselves and with an 

environment that supports their very existence (Bonabeau, 2002). It is a promising approach for 

modeling complex systems with characteristics of a modular, decentralized, changeable, and 

unstructured design (Liedtke, 2009). Within ABM, an agent is an independent entity with precise 

boundaries and specific goals that exhibits autonomous behavior and has both sensorial and 

communicational capabilities (Bonabeau, 2002; Liedtke, 2009). Interaction refers to the ability of 

an agent to interact with or contact others and gather information from its surroundings, such as 

modifying its behaviors according to the behaviors of the other agents. The environment provides 

physical support for the agents’ livability and interactions. The system’s overall properties and 

behaviors emerge as a result of the agents’ behaviors and dynamic interactions, which in turn are 
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the consequence of agents either pursuing their own goals or reacting to certain external stimuli. 

ABM thus follows a bottom-up approach to understanding real-world systems ( Bonabeau, 2014). 

Traditional model approaches like the four-step models or inventory theoretic models are unable 

to simultaneously consider behavioral aspects of transport choice and supply market dynamics 

and thus fail to model at the place where actual transport choice decisions are made. Another 

drawback is that the disaggregate choice models in the four-step models do not necessarily 

correspond to individual decision-making entities (Baindur and Viegas, 2011). They rely on 

statistical analysis and correlations between freight transport market parameters (Baindur and 

Viegas, 2011). Thus, disaggregated choices do not necessarily correspond to the actual decisions 

of transport agents. They are unable to consider the influence of the agents’ individual 

heterogeneity in the evolution of the freight transport system. Consequently, behavioral aspects 

of the transport agents and respective interactions cannot be modeled. Also, in traditional 

modeling approaches, results are restricted to the options initially included in the distribution. 

Thus, the emergence of new phenomena cannot be forecast (Reis, 2014). 

The ABM system has several advantages that suit the modeling of freight transportation systems. 

ABM allows the dynamic interaction of independent agents during the simulation process (Baindur 

and Viegas, 2011). Also, the ABM method enables the generation of an indefinite number of 

agents (Reis, 2010).  By explicitly modeling the different actors (e.g., shippers and carriers) with 

unique behaviors and decision-making rules, the modeling approach seeks to replicate the 

interactions between transport demand actors and transport supply actors in the selection of a 

transport service and consequently the transport mode (Baindur and Viegas, 2011). Also, ABM 

has the potential to account for many important factors, for example, the size of companies (in 

employees), flows of goods (in metric tons per year) and shipments (in metric tons) vary over 

several orders of magnitude (Baindur and Viegas, 2011). Furthermore, reactions of shippers and 

carriers to policy measures can be manifold based on their ability to control and execute decisions 

on carrier choice, mode choice, vehicle capacity allocation, transport pricing and efficiency 

improvements to evade or limit the negative effects of the policy measure. Moreover, micro-

simulation models allow different aggregations. If desired, cause-effect relationships can be 

studied in detail and intermediate aggregations for control purposes can be performed (Baindur 

and Viegas, 2011). In addition, ABM allows for the customization of transport agents (e.g., 

shippers, freight forwarders or carriers), isolation of their interactions and integration of intermodal 

transport services (Reis, 2014). However, ABM is not suitable for all transport applications. For 
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instance, in applications that are monolithic, centralized, static, well-structured, and simple, agent 

technology will probably not provide any added value, only unnecessary complexity (Davidsson 

et al., 2005). 

ABM technology has been applied to many different problem areas in transport logistics such as 

planning and scheduling, fleet management, transport scheduling, traffic management and traffic 

control (Davidsson et al., 2005). To assess the consequence of various policy measures, freight 

transport models are commonly used. The convention has been to use the aggregate four-step 

model framework for freight. Generally, behavior influencing policy measures that could lead to a 

shift towards other transport modes cannot be captured by four-step models (Baindur and Viegas, 

2011). To do so, additional assumptions regarding the reactions of shippers to a specific policy 

measure must be fed ‘‘ex-post’’ into the different model steps of a multi-step framework. This can 

often lead to inconsistencies in the calculation of high demand elasticities of transport times and 

costs (Baindur and Viegas, 2011). Baindur and Viegas, (2011) introduced an ABM approach to 

model inter-urban freight transport between France and Italy. The study modeled the share of 

competing transport modes (road and intermodal) while taking complex transport service supply-

demand dynamics into account. Di Febbraro, Sacco and Saeednia, (2016)  modeled the dynamics 

of freight handling for a part of the EU by taking into account the new delivery orders continuously 

placed by the customers, and the stochastic phenomena which may considerably affect the 

performance of the system (such as delays or disruptions). The considered modeling framework 

enabled the possibility of generating new freight delivery plans when new information is available, 

thus allowing efficient planning of the considered intermodal freight transportation chain. Alho et 

al., (2017) proposed a new ABM framework, which considers the heterogeneity of urban freight 

agents and their interactions. Agents’ decisions are structured in three temporal resolutions: 

strategic, tactical, and operational. A single set of agents is represented throughout all modeling 

levels ensuring a consistent and sequential flow of information. At the strategic level, 

establishments’ characteristics and strategic decisions are modeled. These include location 

choices, fleet constitution, annual production/consumption of commodities, and establishment-to-

establishment commodity flows. At the tactical level, shipments are assigned to carriers, who in 

turn plan their operations in terms of vehicle-driver-route assignments. Finally, at the operational 

level, the interactions between daily operational demands and transportation network supply are 

simulated. The supply representation has two different resolution levels (micro or macro) allowing 

for either detailed or computational efficient simulation. The work described the simulation 
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platform, constituent models, and illustrates its capabilities using an application of the modeling 

framework to the city of Singapore. 
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Applications of Big Data in Freight 

Many Big Data algorithms are developed for direct and indirect freight applications (Kaffash, 

Nguyen and Zhu, 2021a). Direct applications could be an incident prediction,  travel time 

estimation, improvement of the transport operation efficiency,  information for trip management 

decisions, planning for better services, track vehicles, using real-time data, and helping them 

reach their destination in the most suitable route and with the shortest possible time with the 

lowest energy possible. Indirect applications are carried out through the enhancement of fright 

traffic modeling in the model development, calibration and validation processes. Freight 

simulation could also be greatly improved based on the real data collected from the field (Amin, 

Hadouej and Darwish, 2019). Considering big data analytics, some common applications of 

freight transport are divided into: descriptive, predictive and prescriptive as summarized in the 

table below.   

Table 1 Categories of big data applications in freight 

Big data analytics 

category 

Applications 

Descriptive and Diagnostic 

(what and why) 

Sharing real-time traffic information (Travel time, route choice, traffic 

count, congestion, and safety analysis); object detection; driving 

behavior and vehicle type recognition; analysis of near misses and 

collisions; OD matrix extraction. 

trip chain generation. 

Predictive 

(what will happen) 

Urban planning; demand forecast; traffic control, management and 

optimization; route optimization; charging infrastructure allocation; 

power consumption; supply chain; speed; travel time and traffic flow; 

rail transportation management and control 

Prescriptive Connected vehicles/autonomous vehicles; increasing safety on the 

road; sustainability analysis; climate change analysis  
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In this report, we review certain relevant applications in freight transport in the following 

subsections. 

6.1 Origin destination matrix extraction 

The origin-destination (OD) matrices are the most common way to define the demand of people 

and vehicles in transport. An OD matrix is a collection of trips that contain an origin and a 

destination. In each cell of the matrix, the demand for the specific OD pair is given. A well-known 

used data for that purpose is GPS data. However, it does not provide  behavioral information but 

allows  to infer and extract behavioral knowledge using a variety of processing techniques 

(Joubert and Meintjes, 2015). The travel pattern in one day or over a short time cannot represent 

the mobility pattern  of other days (Duan et al., 2020). A dynamic OD matrix can be a set of 

stacked OD matrices, each defining demand over a predefined time period (Lint et al., no date). 

The estimation of a freight trip table OD matrix has long been a major area of research in the 

literature of transportation network analysis. 

The estimation of the trip table can be classified into two different approaches: (i) top-down 

approach, and (ii) bottom-up approach (Chankaew et al., 2018). For the top-down approach, 

freight transport models are frequently based on the classical four-step modeling approach 

(attraction/generation; distribution; modal split; and assignment) originally developed for 

passenger transport. The four steps are only handled at an aggregate level (zones) and the 

detailed movement of the freight carriers is not considered (Joubert and Axhausen, 2011). For 

the top-down approach, the four-step model is generally used to reproduce the OD trips for the 

internal and external traffic zones. Furthermore, the trip table is heuristically adjusted or 

calibrated, to fit with the collected traffic counts. 

To adopt a statistical approach in the estimation of trip tables, the observed data from road 

networks (e.g., link counts) is directly used in the calibration procedures for the bottom-up 

approaches. By defining the observed data on road networks as the preferred outputs of the 

model, the parameters of the model (trip table) are then adjusted accordingly (Chankaew et al., 

2018). Generally, the four-step models completely ignore the urban tours where vehicles make 

multiple stops. Although this is valuable from a macroeconomic perspective, it is not the 

commodities that contribute to increased congestion, but the commercial vehicles transporting 

the commodities. With smaller and more frequent shipments, ton-kilometers are not an accurate 

measure to evaluate the impact that commercial vehicles have on congestion (Joubert and 

Axhausen, 2011).  
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In similar applications, Gingerich, Maoh and Anderson, (2016) use the concept of entropy to 

analyze large volumes of GPS data from 40,650 trucks to determine the purpose of vehicle stops 

(i.e., primary shipping depots that serve as the origin/ destination of the trips and secondary 

locations for purposes such as fuel refills and rest breaks) and to measure the number of trucks 

that stop for more than 15 minutes in a long haul, intercity transportation trip.  

In Ma, Mccormack and Wang, (2011), a performance measures program ultimately monitors 

travel generated by trucks as they respond to shippers’ business needs by picking up goods at 

origins and dropping them off at destinations. Given the importance of individual truck OD pairs, 

an algorithm for extracting the pairs from the GPS readings was developed, which formed the 

basis for the performance measures. 

6.2 Trip Chain 

Trip chains denote a journey between ‘significant’ locations (e.g., home, workplace, etc.). It can 

be used in understanding typical freight behaviors and, thereby, provide a new perspective for 

analyzing freight systems (Duan et al., 2020).  There are trade-offs between customer demand 

and logistics costs and long operational hours in goods shipments often demand multiple tours 

made by a single commercial vehicle in its daily operation. That requires careful logistics planning 

among those daily tours (Ruan, Lin and Kawamura, 2012). Freight vehicle tours and tour chains 

are essential elements of freight simulations as well as key units to facilitate these tradeoffs and 

analyze freight vehicle demand (Romano Alho et al., 2019).  

Commercial vehicle choice of the tour is a multiple discrete-continuous choice situation because 

commercial vehicles can choose more than one tour type on a daily basis along with a continuous 

choice component of the number of trips in each chosen tour type (Khan and Machemehl, 2017). 

Some deliveries (e.g., by a single truck) are only one direct trip/one-stop while others are multiple 

stops. This is analogous to the tour (trip-chaining) concept in personal travel that has become 

common modeling practice in activity modeling (Ruan, Lin and Kawamura, 2012). Commercial 

vehicles tend to make long tours composed of multiple trips, which may start from a depot and 

return to the same location (i.e., closed tour) (You and Ritchie, 2018).  

For freight, trip chaining is used to capture the behavior of freight vehicles, which includes 

identifying the locations at which vehicles perform their activities, the duration of activities, the 

frequency of visiting these locations, and the sequence in which they are visited (Joubert and 

Meintjes, 2015). These are important features for freight companies. More frequent trips made 
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between facilities suggest that the operations of the two facilities are more aligned; dependent on 

one another; and hence other interactions in the form of personal contacts, documentation and 

information flow may arise (Joubert and Axhausen, 2013). Constructing a complete trip chain can 

determine which places were visited and extract the travel patterns. 

Generally speaking, freight vehicle tours are more challenging to predict than passenger tours. 

For passengers, home and work are pivotal points around which tours and sub-tours occur. On 

the other hand, a single freight vehicle might visit multiple parking spots (Romano Alho et al., 

2019). Important terms of trip/tour chains have been identified differently and distinctively in the 

literature, showing the difference in use in freight applications. The table below summarizes 

important terms in trip chaining.  

Table 2 Definition of terms related to trip chaining 

Term Definition 

Trip A trip is defined as an event that starts with the switch-on of the internal 

combustion engine and stops with the switch-off of the internal combustion 

engine from the user (De Gennaro, Paffumi and Martini, 2016). Or it can be 

defined as the movement between two consecutive stops  (Ruan, Lin and 

Kawamura, 2012). 

Trip chain 

 

A trip chain is defined as several trips in order (Duan et al., 2020). The vehicle 

starts from a base depot, progresses through several deliveries to customers, 

and finally ends at the same location. 

Tour A tour refers to an entire urban freight trip, starting at a warehouse, making 

multiple deliveries or pickups in the middle, and usually ending at the same 

warehouse. Or as Ruan, Lin and Kawamura, (2012) define it; a chain of trips 

made by a vehicle beginning and ending at a base location. The reason for 

the distinction between trips and tours is due to the traditional demand 

forecasting model assuming that each trip is independent in a long-haul trip. 

However, the multiday freight trip chain emerged for trucks that often visit 

multiple customers to complete the delivery tasks. Because of this, the model 
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assumption is unreasonable (Duan et al., 2020). On the other hand, 

traditionally, delivery stop identification was done via surveys or driver logs, 

which consumed time and resources and could only cover limited urban areas 

(Yang et al., 2014). Thus, trip-based models consider each trip in a separate 

manner, ignoring the interconnection among trips by the same individual (e.g., 

schedule, sequence, etc.)  (Ruan, Lin and Kawamura, 2012; Romano Alho et 

al., 2019). 

Tour chain A tour-chain is defined as the set of tours that occurs within a day (Romano 

Alho et al., 2019). Within a tour, a commercial vehicle makes one or more 

stops at locations other than the base/end point of the tour (Khan and 

Machemehl, 2017). A tour is more complicated than a trip since tours store 

sequential information about corresponding trips, while trips interact 

independently. Furthermore, in reality, trucks often do not return to their depot. 

In those cases, the tour does not satisfy the given definition of a closed tour 

(You and Ritchie, 2018). 

Daily tour 

chain 

The entire movement of a commercial vehicle’s whole day operation, which 

may consist of one or multiple tours (Ruan, Lin and Kawamura, 2012), thus a 

daily tour chain consists of at least one tour chain. 

Base depot 

and trip ends 

The place where a tour originates and terminates. It could be a distribution 

center, a warehouse, a business location (e.g., retail store, construction site), 

or fleet operator’s home office/garage, etc. Or as Duan et al., (2020) define it; 

a sequence of points beginning and ending at the same trip point throughout 

multiple days. A base depot is a place where the freight journey begins and 

ends, whereas the trip ends are places where vehicles stop during the journey 

to deliver goods. The completed trip chain of an individual vehicle is linked by 

the trip ends and base depot (Duan et al., 2020). 
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Intermediate 

stop 

The stop where the vehicle provides intermediate service, e.g., 

delivery/pickup/delivery and pickup, during a tour. It can be at a customer’s or 

a warehouse/distribution center (not a base depot of a tour). 

Relevant stops Those for deliveries and/or pickups as well as those at a base. Any other stops 

are considered nonrelevant (Romano Alho et al., 2019). 

Back-to-base 

trip 

A trip from an intermediate stop to the base depot. 

Freight truck 

movements 

Freight truck movements exhibit extensive trip chaining behaviors, which 

reflect the interaction between shippers, receivers, carriers of goods, logistics 

constraints, and advanced information technology (You and Ritchie, 2018). 

 

Tour-based models can explicitly model the factors that logically chain the trips into a tour. Tour-

based models are more robust in tracking the factors pertaining to the travel decision. Studies 

consider it the basic unit of analysis. Tours have a more behavioral basis because chained trips 

within a tour are considered jointly in a tour that can accommodate their logistic interactions. 

Actually, for freight movement analysis, a tour is more appropriate as the analysis unit because 

freight tours are a result of economic decisions subject to minimization of the logistic costs 

associated with the daily activities (Khan and Machemehl, 2017). Such factors usually include the 

individual and household characteristics, neighborhood characteristics and land use type of the 

base location, previous and subsequent destinations, etc. (Ruan, Lin and Kawamura, 2012). 

Romano Alho et al., (2019) analysis demonstrates that the predictions of tours, tour types, and 

tour-chain-types are highly dependent on the assumptions used, underlining the importance of 

carefully selecting and disclosing the methods for data processing. In (Khan and Machemehl, 

2017), commercial vehicle choices of tour type have a strong influence on vehicle miles traveled 

(VMT). Therefore, it is very important to predict the type of tour chosen by different commercial 

vehicles in an urban area as an initial step to predict VMT. Earlier discrete choice modeling 

methods were used to model two inter-related choices, namely the choice of tour pattern and the 

decision of a number of trips in each selected tour by defining composite alternatives. Yang et al., 
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(2014) develop a method to identify urban freight delivery stops from fine-grained GPS data. The 

data were collected from a trucking company that delivers groceries to multiple stores in New 

York City. The key technique applied in the algorithm is the SVM as a pattern classifier. 

Several studies focus on the relationships between tour-type and tour-chain and driver, vehicle, 

shipment, and operator characteristics. Ruan, Lin and Kawamura, (2012) identify five major daily 

tour-chain-types based on the vehicle base location(s), tours per day and stops per tour. Using 

urban commercial vehicle survey data for tour-chaining choice model estimation, they analyze 

the relationship between tour-chain-types, cost and shipment characteristics. (Khan and 

Machemehl, 2017) also determine tour-chain-types as a function of a base location, tours per day 

and stops per tour. They estimate a model for determining tour-chain-types and the number of 

trips, based on a wide list of factors using a multiple discrete-continuous extreme value model. 

Using large-scale and prolonged vehicle trajectory datasets from GPS equipment, Duan et al., 

(2020) proposed a multiscale depot-identified method based on the density-based spatial 

clustering of applications with noise algorithms. The objective was to extract the travel patterns of 

heterogeneous vehicles using GPS data collected from multiple provinces in China. Based on the 

large-scale and prolonged vehicle trajectory datasets, this study implemented a sequence of data 

mining algorithms to acquire the base depots and trip ends, which are critical components for 

multiday freight trip chains. Then, the multi-features of the trip chain are used to quantitatively 

depict the vehicle. The results showed that some travel patterns were limited to specific vehicle 

types. Also, the same travel pattern could occur for different vehicle types. 

6.3 Real-time traffic sharing 

Sharing traffic information with users in real-time is a way to improve the sustainability of 

transportation systems. Having relevant information at hand allows users to make an informed 

decision. Traffic congestion due to poor weather or accidents may be avoided if drivers receive 

timely advise. Helping drivers find free parking spots in busy downtown areas means fewer cars 

will stay unnecessarily long on the road, reducing the use of fuel and the risk of a traffic 

congestion. Providing real-time assistance for emergency vehicles to get to their destinations may 

save more lives as people can receive help sooner (Neilson et al., 2019). 

Sánchez-Martínez and Munizaga, (2016) point to the application of big data for real-time traffic 

monitoring and incident management. They use vehicle location data from location sensors 

installed in vehicles and the location data can be streamed to data control centers for analysis of 
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driver behavior. Further, control centers may use data to respond to incidents e.g., by dispatching 

police or providing emergency maintenance. Data can also be used for the reduction of waiting 

times (Hee et al., 2018). 

6.4 Connected vehicles 

A connected vehicle uses GPS, communication technologies, and sensors to communicate with 

devices within the vehicle and with other vehicles, as well as with transportation networks. A 

connected vehicle can offer personalized services and an integrated information system to the 

driver. It may include having to-do lists and appointments on mobile devices to be accessible by 

connected vehicles (Neilson et al., 2019). Further, the potential of connected vehicles extends 

beyond providing personalized services to drivers. Connected vehicles also offer an excellent 

opportunity to improve traffic safety and sustainability of transportation systems by sharing 

relevant information automatically with nearby cars and transportation networks (Neilson et al., 

2019). According to (Pribyl, Blokpoel and Matowicki, 2020) a proper integration of Connected and 

Automated Vehicles (CAVs) may reduce CO2 emissions by 10 % to 19 %. In the case of green 

wave corridors an increase in road capacity of 34,0 % was achieved. Even for the relatively low 

CAVs penetration rate of 20,0 %, the decrease in CO2 emissions by 2,6 % was reported (Pribyl, 

2020). On the other hand, earlier study (Wadud, MacKenzie and Leiby, 2016) indicates that 

improved vehicle operation and reduced travel time and costs may induce more demand thus in 

turn increasing emissions. One of the important features of C-ITS equipped CAVs is the ability to 

form a platoon that allows for more energy-efficient operation, improved driving dynamics or 

speed harmonization (number of stops, acceleration, deceleration, etc.). Platooning has a direct 

positive effect on driving dynamics by coordinating and harmonizing interactions between the 

vehicles in a platoon and can enable prioritization and coordination of vehicles in platoons. 

6.5 Truck charging location placement 

A significant fleet of electrical trucks is expected to be on the roads in Europe within a few years 

to curtail greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions from commercial vehicle operations. Coordinated 

deployment of charging infrastructure is required for a successful rollout of these vehicles (ACEA 

and T&E, 2021; Plötz et al., 2021).  

The locations of future charging infrastructure should ideally be chosen to match the existing truck 

stops / truck parks locations. To identify such locations, an analysis of the existing EU truck stops 

is needed.  Trucks GPS data is available and can be used to identify ideal truck charging locations. 
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As the first step, truck stops patterns need to be extracted from the onboard GPS. Possible 

definitions are (1) no change in position within a given accuracy in a fixed time, e.g. 30 min, or (2) 

all GPS-derived velocities are below a low threshold, e.g., 5 km/h within a fixed time frame. The 

latter mitigates the inaccuracy in GPS data and automatically handles missing GPS data. In the 

second step, individual locations of each truck need to be clustered over many trucks and a longer 

observation period, e.g., one year. Potential algorithms to aggregate or cluster geo-locations are 

K-means or DBscan. Both algorithms are computationally efficient, but the latter has the 

advantage of forming non-convex clusters. The most populated truck stops, i.e., those where 

most trucks stop or where many trucks stop frequently, could serve as starting locations for the 

construction of truck charging infrastructure. 

Several refinements to the described approach are possible. First, truck stops can be on public 

roads or private company parking lots. For actual installation, not only the location but also 

additional information about the locations (a truck stop or a private parking lot) would be helpful. 

Second, additional information about the stop duration is helpful to estimate charging time and  

power. Third, the identified locations are suitable for the installed of charging infrastructure only 

from a logistics point of view. Exactly which to use and how many charging stations should be 

installed is an aspect that requires additional analysis and an evaluation of additional criteria such 

as parameters of the available electricity grid , existing local initiatives, already present DC electric 

passenger car charging infrastructure, and many more. Finally, additional information about the 

type of operation the trucks stopping at a given location such as mainly long-haul or mainly 

regional operation is helpful to decide about the potential local demand for fast charging. 
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Challenges with big data 

In this section, we discuss key issues that have not been sufficiently addressed in the application 

of big data in freight transport research. These challenges could potentially hinder the access and 

broader utilization of big data in freight applications. They can be generally broken into 

organizational, technical, legal and political challenges and are discussed below in greater detail.  

7.1 Organizational  

Lack of interest in data and data-driven decision-making by senior managers is one of the main 

organizational challenges. Top managers who champion data analytics have seen the most 

success in their data collection programs and are best positioned to conduct objective analysis 

based on demand and performance data. Lack of support from top managers can make it difficult 

for investments and hiring in big data-based projects and ICT to help gain efficiencies (Sánchez-

Martínez and Munizaga, 2016). Having the right technical expertise is essential to ensure project 

success after the proper procedures and equipment are in place. Errors can occur when decisions 

are based on poorly executed analyses that fail to follow the basic due diligence of data cleaning 

and validation, or without proper background knowledge (Sánchez-Martínez and Munizaga, 

2016). These technical challenges are explained in greater detail in the next section.  

7.2 Technical  

Data analytics needs to be robust, accessible and interpretable if it is to provide meaningful 

opportunities and solutions to the industry (Mehmood et al., 2017). To effectively utilize big data, 

credible data analysis and modeling tools are needed to harvest, clean, and consolidate the data 

into a useful format and extract useful insights. Various departments even within a single 

organization (Neilson et al., 2019), the quality, comprehensiveness, collection and analysis of 

data may be impacted (Mehmood et al., 2017). Technical standards are necessary for 

coordinating, managing, and governing the data to overcome such issues (Neilson et al., 2019). 

Technical challenges/risks can be categorized concerning the institution implementing big data 

applications: “preventable challenges”, and “external challenges” (Kaplan and Mikes, 2012). 

Preventable challenges are internal risks that should be actively controlled for and avoided where 

possible. For instance, this would include data sharing, ownership, data cleaning and meeting 

compliance standards (Rigby, 2011). In contrast, external challenges are largely beyond the 

practitioners’ control. For example, this would refer to the volume of unstructured data or whether 
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there is a sufficient enough pool of skilled data scientists to enable big data process capabilities 

to be achieved (Mehmood et al., 2017). More about these risks and challenges are introduced as 

follows. 

7.2.1 Preventable technical challenges 

Data collection 

Due to the frequent movement of vehicles of all types, data collected in freight may be inaccurate, 

incomplete, or unreliable in particular locations or at certain times. One possible way to tackle the 

challenger is to invest in new data collection technologies and improve the data collection 

capability. With the development of IoT, new sensor techniques are invented annually, which can 

help improve data collection and data quality. In addition, the adoption of data capturing 

automation to minimize manual data entry is also essential to data quality improvement (Zhu et 

al., 2018). 

Storage 

Currently, the data volume has jumped from terabyte level to petabyte level, and the growth in 

data storage capacity is far behind the data growth. Especially in transport, variety of data types 

are to be produced from the various sensors every day. Traditional data storage infrastructure 

and database tools have been unable to cope with the increasingly large and complex mass data. 

Therefore, designing the most reasonable data storage architecture has become a key challenge 

(Zhu et al., 2018). 

Different formats of transportation data, e.g., JSON, XML, PDF, represent different data types, 

such as digital images, videos, statistical tables, time series and social media data. This variety 

of formats presents a challenge in data storage as one single type of database may not be optimal 

to store and manage all kinds of data. It is hard to store and process the massive amount of data 

in a conventional database. The conventional relational database is not able to store unstructured 

and heterogeneous data such as signal data generated by a sensor, free text data collected 

through social media, image data generated by satellite and video data streamed by closed-circuit 

television. The conventional database cannot ingest streaming data generated by multiple 

sensors in real-time. 

Using a single type of data storage can limit the system's ability to meet different user 

expectations. Some data storage platforms are designed for large batch data processing, 
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whereas others are optimized for real-time data processing. If a Big Data system only supports 

one type of data storage, the system will not be able to satisfy different user requirements for data 

processing. Using various platforms, the system can meet the need for timely data processing 

such as vehicle tracking using in-memory data storage, whereas efficient batch processing can 

be performed efficiently using HBase and Hadoop (Neilson et al., 2019). 

Adding to all that is the veracity character of Big Data, which entails uncertainty and 

incorrectness. This characteristic emerges because it is not bounded to the relational database 

management system (DBMS). Therefore, data embed a high potential to be of low quality. The 

last challenge is the most critical because the low data input quality leads to a false result, 

whereas the first three challenges simply cause inconvenience such as service can be slower, or 

the storage can be out of space (Hee et al., 2018). 

Dimensionality  

High dimensionality combined with a large sample size from freight transport creates issues such 

as high computational cost and algorithmic instability (Fan, Han and Liu, 2014b). It introduces 

unique computational and statistical challenges, including scalability and storage bottleneck, 

noise accumulation, spurious correlation, incidental endogeneity and measurement errors. These 

challenges are distinguished and require a new computational and statistical paradigm (Fan, Han 

and Liu, 2014b). Timeliness is crucial to big data applications in freight, these applications include 

transport data preprocessing, state recognition, real-time control, dynamic route guidance and 

real-time scheduling. Transport data that contain different formats from diverse sources, must be 

compared with the historical data, then processed within a short time.  

The data processing system must be able to process more complicated and increasingly 

expanding data (Zhu et al., 2018). Moreover, the reliability and robustness of the system must be 

tested thoroughly, as traffic flow is fluid and can be unpredictable at times (Neilson et al., 2019). 

All that shows the importance of providing the right technical solutions to all challenges and 

integrate them all into one system. 

Heterogeneity and standardization 

Generally, the various freight data is collected by various organizations and entities ranging from 

private organizations to public and government organizations (Hee et al., 2018). The massive 

samples in Big Data are typically aggregated from multiple sources at different time points using 
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different technologies. This creates issues of heterogeneity, experimental variations and 

statistical biases, and requires us to develop more adaptive and robust procedures (Fan, Han and 

Liu, 2014b).  

Other identified challenges are the lack of standards regarding hard and software, dealing with 

unusual events when analyzing average transportation performance, and the acknowledging of 

data bias when analyzing sample data (Hee et al., 2018). For example, GPS and location-related 

data may work well as a document-oriented database (e.g., MongoDB), whereas social media 

data may work better if stored as a graph-oriented database (e.g., Neo4J). In addition, certain 

data types may require a specific type of database. Movement data, such as GPS locations and 

time stamps, can be stored and managed efficiently using parallel and distributed moving objects 

databases (MODs). 

Storing identified trips and whole schedules in a standard format presents an opportunity similar 

to those used for public transportation such as general transit feed specification (GTFS) or 

network timetable exchange (NeTEx). Both of those formats could likely be adjusted for the needs 

of storing freight transportation data and could make data analytics more accessible through 

libraries and tools that typically emerge once a data format is standardized and widespread.  

Another area that might benefit from standardization is the high-level data on freight flows within 

a certain area. Bronzini and Singuluri, (2009) proposed a scheme that includes highway 

performance monitoring system data, commodity flow data, emissions data and vehicle 

classification count and speed data. 

Data privacy  

In the era of Big Data, the most challenging and concerning problem is privacy (Zhu et al., 2018). 

Worries and legal constraints about privacy surveillance and data misuse challenges can also be 

a barrier that can hinder data publication and use (Mehmood et al., 2017; Hee et al., 2018), 

especially in the case of data and origins and destinations of trips, or fare transaction data (Hee 

et al., 2018). Big data projects can capture large amounts of personal or commercially sensitive 

data (Sánchez-Martínez and Munizaga, 2016). The residents and workers in companies may 

have concerns about the privacy and security of personal data collection and usage (Hee et al., 

2018). Personal privacy may be leaked during data transmission, storage and usage. The 

perceived legitimacy of institutions collecting and analyzing personal data is important to secure 

personal participation in schemes. 
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In freight transport, huge concerns for companies’ businesses and their partners cannot be 

overstated. Privacy is observed on the institutional level. Logistic companies would never 

jeopardize revealing their private information to rivals nor publishing information about their 

partner's activities that might risk their future business. 

Safeguarding Big Data is a complex task, which requires appropriate authentication, access 

control, and encryption measures. Some challenges in freight big data security currently being 

researched include the secure use of cloud-based services for devices and networks, the 

identification of internal and external threats, and the standardization of data security. There is 

tension between security and accessibility of data. Another security challenge in Big Data is due 

to the distributed nature of data storage and processing platforms, such as Hadoop and 

Cassandra, which have their own security concerns (Neilson et al., 2019). 

To prevent unauthorized disclosure of personal private information, governments with related 

institutions (e.g., General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in the EU) should develop complete 

data privacy laws which include what data can be published, the scope of the data publishing and 

use, the basic principles of data distribution, data availability and other areas (Zhu et al., 2018). 

Care must be taken to safeguard this information and to make it available only in anonymized or 

aggregated forms to prevent its misuse (Sánchez-Martínez and Munizaga, 2016). 

Validation  

Unlike travel surveys during which subjects self-report locations visited and modes of 

transportation used, passively generated datasets lack ground truth to be validated against. 

Probably due to this reason, only a few studies using passive data have addressed this to some 

extent (Chen et al., 2016). Though representing a very important first step toward the right 

direction, it is worthy to note that the inferred results at the individual level can have a great 

number of errors even though a high level of accuracy is observed at the aggregate level (Chen 

et al., 2016). 

The challenge of managing data collection from multiple sources also represents an opportunity 

to manage and deal with uncertainty in transportation data. For example, when there is conflicting 

information from GPS or roadside sensors, it may be possible to resolve it by checking the same 

information available on video or smartphone data (Zhu et al., 2018). There is a trade-off between 

maintaining data quality and processing data as quickly as possible. For instance, data reliability 

is important because it determines accuracy and precision. GPS signal interference from high 
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buildings, a malfunction of the GPS devices, or human errors (e.g., taxi drivers forgetting to log 

the end of a trip) can lead to inaccuracies in both location and time data. Such inaccuracies in 

data quality need to be resolved or minimized before performing analytics on the data (Neilson et 

al., 2019). 

7.2.2 External technical challenges 

Data ownership and accessibility  

One of the major critical challenges is ownership, which is sometimes tied to the commercial 

sensitivity of sharing data (Sánchez-Martínez and Munizaga, 2016; Hee et al., 2018). Operators 

or agencies may hesitate to share data concerned that their data might be used by their 

competitors. Also, when data is owned by a private data collector, data is not publicly available 

due to the data’s monetary value. In various cases, when data is shared with researchers, a non-

disclosure agreement is added, inhibiting the full use and publication of the resultant research 

(Hee et al., 2018). 

Data collected through manual surveys is often owned by the entity that collects it. Data collected 

from traffic sensors and signals is often managed by a government agency, but usually by a 

different agency than the one in charge of public transportation, or sometimes by a different 

division of the same agency. Communication, cooperation, and sharing of data between the 

people in charge of traffic and signals and those in charge of public transport are uncommon. 

Data collected from the usage of smartphone apps is typically owned by the entity that owns the 

app, which is often a business but at times a public agency or a research group. When owned by 

a business, data on user locations and travel information being looked at or requested is not often 

available to the public due to its perceived commercial value (Sánchez-Martínez and Munizaga, 

2016). To enable transportation service users and app developers to find and reuse data 

effectively, data needs to be archived and made publicly accessible in good quality (Zhu et al., 

2018).   

Data quality 

In terms of technical challenges, (Sánchez-Martínez and Munizaga, 2016) conclude that poor 

data quality stemming from faults in data sensors and errors in manual processes is one major 

challenge for data cleaning and therefore for drawing valuable insights from the data. Data quality 

refers to its accuracy, completeness, reliability, and consistency (Zhu et al., 2018). Poor data 
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quality due to sensor failures or mistakes in manual data entry can add a burdensome prerequisite 

of data cleaning before useful analysis can be carried out (Sánchez-Martínez and Munizaga, 

2016).  

Freight data inherently contains a lot of noise and uncertainty. Massive sample size allows us to 

unveil hidden patterns associated with small subpopulations and weak commonality across the 

whole population. But high dimensionality can also bring noise accumulation, spurious 

correlations1 and incidental homogeneity. The quality of data can be compromised because of 

sensor malfunctioning or interferences, which may result in missing or conflicting data (Fan, Han 

and Liu, 2014b). On the other hand, modeling the intrinsic heterogeneity of big data requires more 

sophisticated statistical methods. Unlike spurious correlation, incidental endogeneity refers to the 

genuine existence of correlations between variables unintentionally, both due to high 

dimensionality. The former is analogous to find two persons who look alike but have no genetic 

relation, whereas the latter is similar to bumping into an acquaintance, both easily occurring in a 

big city. More generally, endogeneity occurs as a result of selection biases, measurement errors 

and omitted variables (Fan, Han and Liu, 2014b). 

Representativeness  

A key issue that has largely been neglected in the current big data research is the 

representativeness of the data (Chen et al., 2016). Using GPS from a certain company, for 

example, could provide policy makers with misleading results due to the un-representativeness 

of a single company data over the whole freight movement. To avoid that,  samples should be 

selected carefully to avoid biases in their results according to the application. There is a trade-off 

between opening up data quickly at low cost and making high quality data available at high costs, 

which makes opening up good quality data one more big challenge (Zhu et al., 2018). Effective 

solutions include the adoption of automatic data capturing and/or utilization of artificial intelligence 

to verify the data. Additionally, the transportation departments should have a data management 

process enacted to ensure pristine and accurate data (Zhu et al., 2018). 

 

1 Referring to the fact that many uncorrelated random variables may have high sample correlations in high 

dimensions. Spurious correlation may cause false scientific discoveries and wrong statistical inferences. 
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7.3 Legal  

Privacy is an important issue to solve, especially in the EU states. However, it restricts companies 

and authorities from sharing useful data with others. To insure data privacy, the EU initiated data 

protection agreement between its states to harmonize data privacy laws across Europe (GDPR, 

2021). This agreement replaces current laws on data protection, forcing organizations working in 

the EU to change their data collection use and share procedures to protect privacy of users 

(Richard Thomas, 2018). However, it often forbids the usage for purposes other than explicitly 

mentioned in the agreement. Furthermore, to share data collected by companies with third parties 

(e.g., researchers or policymakers) additional individual non-disclosure agreements need to be 

negotiated and signed by all involved parties. This is currently required from a legal point of view 

to protect all parties from liability but forms a major obstacle in data collaboration and exchange.  

7.4 Political  

Different data sources contributing to Big Data being more diverse, valid and accurate are 

important for the development of sustainable freight transport. An important challenge is that the 

most data are gathered by private companies or by governmental institutions that find it hard to 

share it with third parties mainly due to the privacy issues. The culture of sharing data for research 

purposes is still new in the EU to our societies. Such sharing requires support from political 

representation to show those involved that their data will be safe and that they are contributing to 

the development of sustainable freight transport ecosystem and sustainable economy. An 

example of that is the push from President Obama in 2009 who asked the US federal institutions 

to share selected and aggregated  data in open data repositories where everyone can access 

and utilize them (Peled, 2011). That inspired other local and private entities to share their own 

data in other repositories. Among many other advantages, these data sources are available to be 

used by companies and startups in their work generating economic revenue and evaluate/check 

governmental policies (Peled, 2011). There is another point of view that needs to be considered 

and that is the decision making aided by data analysis. In case such data analysis is available 

(which in practice is not very often) it often lacks well defined Key Performance Indicators, so it is 

not possible to monitor the real-life efficiency of the implemented measures as demonstrated in 

case of Connected and Autonomous Vehicles  by (Matowicki and Pribyl, 2020). 
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Future opportunities with big data in freight transport  

This section identifies a few areas for further research. It is structured using the data collection 

and preparation, data analytics and utilization, and applications to support decision-making 

categories.   

8.1 Supporting the needs for decision making  

This report has identified some important areas for development in the application of Big Data 

sources and methods to freight transport. Overall, the objective is the optimization of logistics 

operations along the whole supply chain, allowing for real-time routing as well as interactions 

between vehicles and alternative (low carbon) fuel supply infrastructures (refueling, energy 

delivery).  

A fundamental part of these systems is trip-tour chain identification for fleet planning and 

management. This includes adaptive routing or continuous rerouting, given known and planned 

traffic conditions (congestion, waiting times at ports and airports and intermodal terminals). A 

promise of Big Data is to move beyond OD matrices, with the use of individual data for analysis 

not only of ‘overall patterns’, but also of distributions of behaviors/activities. This requires bottom-

up analysis starting from individual collection delivery points, consolidation/distribution centers, 

vehicles, fuel/energy infrastructure and delivery points. This should then be applied to the 

management of the complete supply chain.  

New structures of operation using the new data sources and analysis also require infrastructure 

planning including charging and refueling locations, allowing for the public and private provision 

and the ‘last 50km’ after leaving the trunk routes. Further requirements are energy management, 

especially of electric vehicles. This includes regenerative braking and the use of vehicle energy 

storage for electricity system (peak) demand management. The increasing emphasis on 

environmental performance will require systems and data for environmental monitoring, reporting 

and verification of the transport system. The environmental impact of big data computing 

resources– energy demand, materials demand and production also need to be measured.  

8.2 Expanding the potentials in data analytics and utilization  

The promise of new data sources and methods is in general to identify patterns in big data, which 

can deliver information for decision making. Given the complex nature of the transport networks, 

it will not be possible to identify single optimal routing solutions for the changes in demand that 
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happen over time. Therefore, adaptive decision-making as a continuous learning problem may 

offer improvements in supply chain performance. This will require the application of methods such 

as ML, deep learning or neural networks to analyze how routing patterns can be changed to 

improve supply chain efficiency allowing for changes in demand and transport system. One for 

investigation could be the combination of ABM methods with neural networks. 

There are further generic issues for these new data. One challenge is summarizing continuous 

data to reveal patterns of short-term and long-term dynamics such as demand patterns/traffic 

patterns. Another requirement is the development of algorithms / AI methods for identifying critical 

data points/regions e.g., from continuous monitoring by video cameras. An important area for 

development is the cross-checking/validation of new data sets by combining different data 

sources. One major application is tour/trip chain generation. This could be achieved by combining 

vehicle GPS/AIS data with infrastructure/location data from geoinformation services to infer 

vehicle activities and locations (loading, unloading, cross-loading, consolidation), rest and 

refueling stops and waiting times (ferries, tunnels, port, terminal entry etc.) For transport planning, 

the tours/trips need to include vehicle parking data for planning loading, unloading, consolidation 

and rest/refueling stops. Finally, methods for understanding the representativeness or 

generalizability of patterns found from big data sets need to be developed. 

Another promising data source is represented by mobile application usage data mining as mobile 

apps data output grows constantly. Utilization usage data collected by a mobile application can 

be used, for example, to identify patterns of adoption and context-dependent usages (in time and 

space) that characterize different categories of large events. Behavior analysis can provide a 

deeper understanding of behavior and preferences that goes beyond standard analytics. (Not 

2021) Similarly, location‑based social networks can be data mined (Dietz et al. 2020). 

8.3 Achieving high data quality 

A major problem with Big Data is the development of analysis structures for ensuring a high quality 

of the data used for analysis. Procedures for data validation, both within data sets and for data 

sets combining different sources need to be developed. As noted in section 4, data sources e.g., 

GIS and geoinformation location attributes (e.g., types of locations or names of companies visited) 

are often incomplete, error-prone, and with inhomogeneous levels of aggregation or 

categorization. The missing data is characterized for longer duration during which no data are 

observed. (Shen el al. 2015) Few of existing studies have tried to address this problem using 
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complicated algorithms that are based on conventional heuristics; this requires extensive domain 

knowledge of underlying applications. (Nawaz et al. 2020).  

Achieving high data quality includes identifying missing data points in a series or inconsistencies 

in a data set between data points and accounting for these in the pattern analysis. Another aspect 

is ‘cleaning’ Big Data sets – identifying spurious data points from measurement/reporting device 

malfunctions. Methods for combining different tracking data sources e.g., GPS, aerial, 

infrastructure tracking data need to be developed. This could enable combining cargo tracking 

(parcels, pallets, container, bulk) and vehicle/transport system tracking data for logistics 

management.  

8.4 Addressing further challenges 

All that is technically possible is not always applied in all firms, especially in logistics where there 

is a structure of a few global, well-resourced firms and many small transport operators who have 

very limited technical resources. Therefore, management systems need to be developed to 

enable Big Data systems and analysis incorporation into logistics firms’ decision-making process 

that covers all organizations or firms in the supply chain. A part of this issue is that the use of Big 

Data requires the development of user interfaces to present it in a way that is understandable to 

users. 
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Conclusions 

This report summarizes the state of the art in the analysis of new data sources and the current 

knowledge gaps for big data analytics, methods and algorithms in freight transport. The report 

also identifies several significant challenges and promising areas for future opportunities with big 

data analytics in freight transport. 

The report identifies the role of Big Data analytics to tackle important issues hindering current 

freight transport analysis due to their rapidly evolved complexity and the need for more accurate 

modeling. It also distinguishes between Big Data as a concept and character for data and Big 

Data analytics which is used to convert data sources into useful knowledge. A choice of a 

particular data collection method/source depends on the end needs and purposes of the data as 

well as on available resources. Emphasis has been put on GPS acquired data due to its popularity 

in freight and its potential for understanding the current patterns of freight based on the large 

volume of data alone. However, GPS data has many challenges within freight transport 

applications, i.e., GPS traces do not provide behavioral information thus, acquiring tour-level data 

is a real challenge.   

In the near future, AI methods will continue to play a significant role in the freight and logistics 

domains, when digitizing various business and operational layers from supply-demand 

perspective to operation of the vehicle fleets moving goods. Over the last decades, the classical 

methods of supervised and unsupervised learning have been applied to various problems and yet 

still viable among the freight and logistics developments, but they are not able to fully address the 

emerging availability of heterogenous Big Data sources and the complexity of the future 

scenarios. The increased availability of large amounts of data would require the future application 

of more advanced AI approaches, frameworks, and algorithms, in order to analyze Big Data and 

provide real-time operational and business insights, as well as economic benefits. Currently, the 

most promising techniques gaining popularity are the utilization of deep learning, reinforcement 

learning and probabilistic learning frameworks which are not tied to a certain algorithm rather 

providing a flexible framework able to cope with complex data scenarios including associated data 

features as various uncertainties. In addition, the classical multi-objective approaches to 

optimization used in development of complex sustainable transport scenarios, especially in cases 

dealing with environmental constraints are often paired with AI approaches to modelling or 
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evolutionary inspired optimization paradigms to address the increasing levels of complexity in 

transport systems. 

There are a variety of challenges hindering access and utilization of Big Data for freight transport 

applications, including organizational, technical, legal and political. Organizational challenges are 

mainly attributed to the lack of support from top managers at their institutions which can make it 

difficult for investments and hiring in big data-based projects. Technical challenges could be 

categorized into preventable and external challenges. Preventable challenges are internal 

challenges that should be actively controlled for and avoided by the institution including data 

collection, storage, dimensionality, standardization, privacy, and validation. Whereas external 

challenges are largely beyond the institution’s control, such as data ownership and accessibility, 

data quality, and data representativeness. Data privacy although it is a technical challenge it is 

also a legal issue for data users or seekers. Many steps and legal contracts must be considered 

before sharing the data with third parties, which prevents data use. 

With the availability of Big Data new opportunities are awaited to move beyond traditional freight 

analysis of moving beyond OD matrices to use more individual data for analysis not only of ‘overall 

patterns’, but also of distributions of behaviors/activities. Moreover, opportunities for new data 

sources and methods, e.g., agent-based modeling, optimization, can deliver more reliable 

information for decision making. To increase data quality efforts are procedures for data validation 

are expected to utilize and combine different data sources. Such procedures would identify 

missing or inconsistencies in the pattern analysis. 
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